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BY BRIAN J. MALLOY

You have egregious conduct by a
defendant leaving your client with seri-
ous injuries. The problem is that the bad
conduct occurred in a recreational set-
ting. You are inevitably going to face two
roadblocks: a liability waiver and the 
primary assumption of risk affirmative
defense. This article will examine ways to
overcome both of these defenses and sur-
vey the cases where courts have rejected
summary judgments on them. 

Liability waivers

1. General contract principles apply to waivers 
A liability waiver is at its most basic a

contract governed by contract law. It is
also an affirmative defense, and a defen-
dant asserting a waiver bears the burden
of proving its validity. (City of Santa
Barbara v. Superior Court (2007) 41
Cal.4th 747, 780 fn. 58.) In addition,
waivers are to be strictly construed
against the drafting party. (Cal. Civ. Code
§ 1654; Lund v. Bally’s Aerobic Plus, Inc.
(2000) 78 Cal.App.4th 733, 738.)

2. Who is included in the waiver? 

The first question to answer is who is
actually included in the waiver? See Cal.
Civ. Code § 1558 (“Identification of par-
ties necessary.) It is essential to the validi-
ty of a contract, not only that the parties
should exist, but that it should be possi-
ble to identify them.”). The most basic
question: did your client (or the defen-
dant) even sign the document? 

Assuming that the waiver does con-
tain both parties’ signatures, the next
question is which defendants are included?
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In these days of multiple LLCs, corpora-
tions, etc., the release may only name
one or two actual defendants. If that is
the case, an argument can be made based
on contract law that third parties to this
contract should not be able to enforce it. 
3. What is the scope of the waiver? 

Once the parties to the waiver are
determined, the next question is, what is
the waiver’s scope, i.e., what is being
waived? 

To be effective, the release must be
clear, unambiguous, and explicit in
expressing the intent of the subscribing
parties. In determining a waiver’s scope,
“California courts require a high degree
of clarity and specificity in a Release in
order to find that it relieves a party from
liability for its own negligence.” (Cohen v.
Five Brooks Stable (2008) 159 Cal.App.4th
1476, 1488.) And, any ambiguity in the
scope will be construed against the
drafter. (Cal. Civ. Code § 1654.)

What is an ambiguity? Courts have
held that “[a]n ambiguity exists when a
party can identify an alternative, seman-
tically reasonable, candidate of meaning
of a writing.” (Solis v. Kirkwood Resort Co.
(2001) 94 Cal.App.4th 354, 360) (citation
omitted). Ambiguities can be patent (aris-
ing from the face of the writing) or latent
(based on extrinsic evidence.). (Solis, 94
Cal.App.4th at 360; Benedek v. PLC Santa
Monica, LLC (2002) 104 Cal.App.4th
1351, 1357.) Additionally, even where the
waiver purports to release a defendant
from its own negligent conduct, the
“negligence that results in injury . . .
must be reasonably related to the object
or purpose for which the release is
given.” (Sweat v. Big Time Auto Racing,
Inc. (2004) 117 Cal.App.4th 1301, 1305.) 

What are some examples of a court
finding that certain negligent conduct
was outside the scope of release?

In Leon v. Family Fitness Center (#
107), Inc. (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 1227,
the plaintiff was injured in a sauna at a
health club. A release waiving liability for
the plaintiff to engage in fitness activities
at a health club was found not to apply to
injuries from a collapsed sauna bench at
the same health club. (Id. at 1234-35.)
The court held that “[t]he objective 

purpose of the release Leon signed was
to allow him to engage in fitness activi-
ties within the Family Fitness facilities”
but that “it was not this type of activity
which led to his injury.” (Id. at 1235.) 

Similarly, in Sweat v. Big Time Auto
Racing, Inc., 117 Cal.App.4th at 1308, a
release that applied to injuries suffered
while in a racetrack’s restricted area was
found not to apply to injuries sustained in
bleachers outside of the restricted area. 

In Huverserian v. Catalina Scuba Luv,
Inc. (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 1462, 1467,
the scope of a release signed in connec-
tion with one-day rental of scuba diving
equipment only applied to “boat dives
and multiple day rentals.” 

These are just some examples to
highlight that it is very important to care-
fully read what precisely is included with-
in the four corners of the waiver, as any-
thing not included – including anything
that may be ambiguous – may not be 
covered under the scope of the release. 
4. Was defendant’s conduct grossly
negligent?

If the parties are all signatories to
the release and the scope applies to the
challenged conduct, another issue con-
cerning waivers is whether the conduct
rises to the level of gross negligence,
which will invalidate the waiver as relates
to grossly negligent conduct. (Cal. Civil
Code, § 1668.) The Supreme Court has
held that “an agreement made in the
context of sports or recreational pro-
grams or services, purporting to release
liability for future gross negligence, gen-
erally is unenforceable as a matter of
public policy.” (Santa Barbara, 41 Cal.4th
at 751. While gross negligence does 
not have to be pled in the complaint,
(Huverserian v. Catalina Scuba Luv, Inc.
(2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 1462, 1467), if
the conduct does rise to the level of gross
negligence it is a good idea to plead it.1

What is gross negligence? It is
defined in CACI 425 as “the lack of any
care or an extreme departure from what
a reasonably careful person would do in
the same situation to prevent harm to
oneself or to others. A person can be
grossly negligent by acting or failing 
to act.” The Supreme Court in 

Santa Barbara differentiated between
“ordinary” and “gross” negligence this
way: “Ordinary negligence — an uninten-
tional tort - consists of a failure to exer-
cise the degree of care in a given situation
that a reasonable person under similar
circumstances would employ to protect
others from harm” while “gross negli-
gence long has been defined in California
and other jurisdictions as either a ‘want of
even scant care’ or ‘an extreme departure
from the ordinary standard of conduct.’”
(Santa Barbara, 41 Cal.4th at 753-54.)

There are a couple of important
things to highlight to the Court when
contending conduct rises to the level of
gross negligence. First, gross negligence
does not require an intent to do harm 
or to act with absolute disregard of the
consequences. (Meek v. Fowler (1935) 
3 Cal.2d 420, 425; Hawaiian Pineapple Co.
v. Ind. Acc. Com. (1953) 40 Cal.2d 656,
662.) “[M]ost courts have considered that
‘gross negligence’ falls short of a reckless
disregard of consequences, and differs
from ordinary negligence only in degree,
and not in kind.” (Decker v. City of
Imperial Beach (1989) 209 Cal.App.3d
349, 358); Colich & Sons v. Pacific Bell
(1988) 198 Cal.App.3d 1225, 1240.)
Second, courts have long recognized that
whether conduct rises to the level of
gross negligence is generally a question
of fact. (Santa Barbara, 41 Cal.4th at
767); (Decker, 209 Cal.App.3d at 358);
(Chavez v. 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc.
(2015) 238 Cal.App.4th 632, 640).

What are some examples of grossly
negligent conduct?

Chavez, 238 Cal.App.4th at 640-42
found a triable issue of material fact on
gross negligence, where the evidence
could establish that a gym failed to per-
form regular preventative maintenance
and, on that basis, failed to exercise scant
care or demonstrated passivity and indif-
ference toward results. 

Jimenez v. 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc.
(2015) 237 Cal.App.4th 546 also found a
triable issue of fact as to whether failure
to comply with fitness equipment owner’s
manual constituted an extreme departure
from the ordinary standard of conduct. 

See Defeating, Page 10
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Jimenez v. 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc.
(2015) 237 Cal.App.4th 546 found a tri-
able issue of fact on gross negligence
where standard to provide a caution 
flagger was not followed. 

There are many other cases, 
but these give you a sense what 
courts are looking for in determining
whether conduct rises above the level
of “ordinary” negligence, making 

the waiver inapplicable to such con-
duct.

Primary assumption of risk 

After you overcome the liability waiv-
er defense, you will next likely have to
overcome primary assumption of risk
affirmative defense. This affirmative
defense absolves a defendant of a duty of
care with regard to injury incurred in the
course of a sporting or other recreational
activity. (See Knight v. Jewett (1992) 3
Cal.4th 296, 320.) The object of this
defense “in the sports setting is to avoid
recognizing a duty of care when to do so
would tend to alter the nature of an
active sport or chill vigorous participa-
tion in the activity.” (Kahn v. East Side
Union High School Dist. (2003) 31 Cal.4th
990, 1011.) 

There are two exceptions to the
defense, both of which focus on defen-
dant’s conduct: (1) where the defendant’s
conduct was entirely outside the range of
ordinary activity involved in the teaching
or coaching of the activity, or (2) where
the defendant unreasonably increased
the risks to plaintiff over and above those
inherent in the activity. Eriksson, 191
Cal.App.4th at 845. 

If you overcame the waiver defense
based on gross negligence, many of the
same facts and arguments used to estab-
lish gross negligence will apply equally to
the primary assumption of risk defense. 
What are some examples fitting within
these two exceptions?

In Cohen, 159 Cal.App.4th 1476, a
horseback rider was injured after being
thrown from a horse during a horseback
ride. While the defendant argued that
the horse was just “acting like a horse,”
the court disagreed. It noted that the
plaintiff did not “complain about the
conduct of the horse assigned her, but
about that of the trail guide she was pro-
vided.” (Id. at 1493.) Focusing on the
conduct of the defendant, Cohen noted
that while “[a] spooked horse that throws
a rider may be a ‘horse acting as a
horse,’” in contrast “a trail guide who
unexpectedly provokes a horse to bolt
and run without warning its rider is not

See Defeating, Page 12
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in our opinion a ‘trail guide acting as a
trail guide.’” (Id. at 1493.)

Other examples abound. Eriksson,
191 Cal.App.4th at 845-46 (summary
judgment was reversed, where the court
found that the horse riding coach’s con-
duct “increased the risk inherent in the
sport.”); Giardino v. Brown (2002) 98
Cal.App.4th 820, 831, 834-36) (reversing
grant of summary judgment on primary
assumption of risk, finding triable issues
of material fact involving horseback 
riding); (Tan v. Goddard (1993) 13
Cal.App.4th 1528) (reversing grant of
summary judgment involving injury 
sustained at horse jockey school); 
(Galardi v. Seahorse Riding Club (1993) 
16 Cal.App.4th 817) (reversing grant 
of summary judgment involving horse
jumping instruction). 

The key lesson from all of these
cases is to focus on the defendant’s 
conduct to establish that the primary
assumption of risk defense should not
apply. 

Conclusion

An injury in a recreational setting
does have additional hurdles, but those
can be overcome depending on how 
the liability waiver has been drafted and
how egregious the defendant’s conduct is.

Brian J. Malloy is with the Brandi Law
Firm in San Francisco where he represents
plaintiffs in state and federal courts in product
liability, personal injury, wrongful death,
elder abuse, mass torts, select employment mat-
ters and class/collectives. He is admitted to the
bars of California, Nevada, Arizona and

Washington, D.C., along
with numerous federal courts.
He has been selected to Best
Lawyers and to Super
Lawyers. His firm’s website is
www.Brandilaw.com.

Endnote
1 This is because the defendant then has the initial burden on
summary judgment to establish no triable issues of material
fact on the gross negligence allegation. If the defendant fails
to make that showing, courts have denied summary judgment
on the ground that the burden did not even shift to the plain-
tiff. See Eriksson, 191 Cal.App.4th 856 (“[I]t was incumbent
upon [the defendant], as part of her burden of production, to
submit undisputed facts negating these material factual alle-
gations, which could well equate to gross negligence. This
she did not do.”); Bacon v. Southern Cal. Edison Co. (1997)
53 Cal.App.4th 854, 858 (“If, in anticipation of an affirmative
defense, the complaint alleges facts to refute it, the pleadings
themselves create ‘a material issue which defendant[ ] would
have . . . to refute in order to obtain summary [judgment].’
[Citation.]”).

Defeating, continued from Page 10
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BY CHRISTOPHER WIMMER
AND SETH ROSENBERG

Plaintiffs’ attorneys who speak pub-
licly about their cases may find them-
selves the targets of defamation suits
brought by the defendants they have
sued. These suits are frequently subject to
the Anti-SLAPP statute, and the evidence
that would support them is frequently
barred by the fair report privilege. Three
recent appellate cases show how courts
evaluate these motions, point to a trend
in favor of keeping factfinding out of the
hands of juries, and provide practical
guidance for avoiding a defamation suit
in the first place.

Statutory purpose and the
Anti-SLAPP two-step

California’s Anti-SLAPP (Strategic
Litigation Against Public Participation)

statute was passed in 1992 to provide a
mechanism for early dismissal of com-
plaints brought “primarily to chill the
valid exercise of the constitutional
rights of freedom of speech and peti-
tion for the redress of grievances.” It
authorizes a special motion to strike a
complaint based on acts in furtherance
of the right of petition or free speech,
and directs courts to dismiss any such
complaint unless there is a probability
that the plaintiff will prevail on the
claim.1

An Anti-SLAPP motion requires a
two-step analysis. The first step requires
the defendant to make a threshold show-
ing that that the alleged wrongful con-
duct arises from one of a few categories
of protected speech – written or oral
statements in or in connection with 
an official proceeding (including court),
or

• in a public forum about a matter of
public concern, or 
• in a private forum about a matter of
public concern. 

If that showing is made, the burden
shifts to the plaintiff to prove a probabili-
ty of success on its claim.2

To satisfy the defendant’s moving
burden, it need only make a prima facie
showing, based on the pleadings, decla-
rations, and matters subject to judicial
notice, that the cross-complaint “arises
from” the defendant’s constitutionally-
protected free speech or petition activity;
the scope of the statute is “construed
broadly” to effectuate its purpose.3

Once the moving party establishes
that a cause of action is subject to Anti-
SLAPP protection, the burden of proof
shifts to the plaintiff, who must then sub-
mit evidence that would be admissible at

See Anti-SLAPP, Page 16

Talk softly, or carry a big
(Anti-SLAPP) stick
Talking to the press about your cases carries certain risk,
but the protections are many
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trial establishing a probability of success
on all elements of the cause of action.
Plaintiff must also present sufficient evi-
dence to satisfy the standard of proof
required under applicable substantive
law. Combined, these two requirements
essentially require plaintiffs to meet 
the standard for defeating a summary
judgment motion.

Favors the party attacking 
a pleading

Consistent with its stated purpose,
the Anti-SLAPP statute substantively, pro-
cedurally, and strategically favors the
party attacking a pleading. Substantively,
they cast a wide net, encompassing not
only complaints based solely and express-
ly on protected conduct, but causes of
action involving a mixture of protected
and unprotected activity; and not requiring

that the conduct has been intended to
chill free speech. 

Procedurally, the plaintiff is put to a
high standard of proof early on in the
case: The Anti-SLAPP motion must be
brought within 60 days of the complaint’s
filing, and so discovery will likely be in its
nascence. Further, the mere filing of the
motion stays all discovery. While discov-
ery can be obtained, it requires a noticed
motion and a showing of good cause. 

Strategically, it creates an imbal-
anced risk of an attorneys’ fees award:
The defendant who prevails on a special
motion to strike will receive a mandatory
attorneys’ fee award, while the victorious
plaintiff may only recover fees if the
court finds the motion was frivolous or 
a delay tactic.4

This is not to say the statute is anti-
plaintiff, or anti-plaintiff ’s attorney.

Cross-complaints are also subject to a
special motion to strike, and in two of the
recent cases discussed below, plaintiffs’
attorneys being sued by former defen-
dants against whom they had asserted
claims were the movants and beneficiar-
ies of the statute. But “plaintiff ” and
“defendant” scan better than “moving
party” and “responding party.”

The fair report privilege

The party opposing an Anti-SLAPP
motion is hindered in yet another way:
Evidence barred by any privilege cannot
be used to defend the pleading. So, for
example, the litigation privilege, which
protects a statement or writing made “in
connection with” an ongoing matter, bars
claims that an attorney has engaged in
bad-faith settlement negotiations or sent

Anti-SLAPP, continued from Page 14
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improper prelitigation notices, because
all of the evidence that would be used to
show the improper conduct is inadmissi-
ble. And, of particular interest to the
attorney who wishes to use the press to
his or her client’s advantage, the fair

report privilege protects a “fair and true
report” of a judicial proceeding pub-
lished in a public journal (which has
been construed to include television,
radio, and websites). Since 1996, the
privilege has also extended to those who

communicate information about judicial
proceedings to such outlets, connecting
the litigation privilege with the tradition-
al press privilege, and so it is sometimes
called the “bridge privilege.”5

This privilege was at the center of
three recent opinions from the First and
Second District Courts of Appeal, each of
which involved attorneys sued after mak-
ing public statements to the press. These
decisions throw practical light on how
counsel can advocate for their clients and
market their practices in the press with-
out making themselves vulnerable to suit.
They also reinforce, in the courts’ willing-
ness to decide factual issues as a matter
of law, the high burdens facing the oppo-
nent of an Anti-SLAPP motion.

J-M Manufacturing

Last May, in J-M Manufacturing v.
Phillips & Cohen LLP, a Second District
case, a PVC pipe manufacturer sued the
law firm that represented a number of
states, cities, and local water districts
against the manufacturer in a multi-billion
dollar, qui tam suit. The plaintiffs’ firm
had prevailed at the liability phase of a
bifurcated trial, earning a jury verdict at a
trial in which J-M falsely represented that
it complied with industry manufacturing
standards when making all of its pipes.
Rightly pleased by their win, counsel pub-
lished a three-and-a-half page press release
the next day. Three months later, J-M sued
them for defamation and trade libel.6

In a smart strategic move, the plain-
tiffs’ counsel had emphasized to the jury
that the case was not a products liability
matter, and that they did not need to prove
that any pipes had actually failed, but only
that the manufacturer had claimed it was
uniformly following industry standards.
The press release, however, arguably paint-
ed a different picture. The headline read,
“JM Eagle faces billions in damages after
jury finds JM liable for making and selling
faulty water system pipes,” and the body of
the press release discussed in some detail
the evidence that the company’s pipes and
manufacturing practices were “shoddy” or
“faulty.” J-M’s complaint alleged that these
differences made the press release false.

See Anti-SLAPP, Page 20
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The law firm brought an Anti-SLAPP
motion, arguing its press release was 
protected by the fair report privilege,
because it fairly and truly reported the
contents of a judicial proceeding: The
jury had found J-M liable for mispresent-
ing its compliance with industry stan-
dards; substantial evidence had been
introduced at trial that this non-compliance
was due to substandard manufacturing;
and the potential damages in the next
phase were in the billions of dollars. J-M
contended the privilege did not apply
because the press release was, owing to
the differences between the jury verdict
and the contents of the lengthy press
release, not “fair and true.”

The appellate court sided with the
law firm, analyzing particular aspects of
the press release seriatim, and conclud-
ing that the privilege applied, because
the headline and remarks about “shoddy”
pipe would not lead any reasonable read-
er to misunderstand the verdict. In so
doing, it expressed a readiness to decide
not only whether statements fall within
the scope of the fair report privilege
because they describe a judicial proceed-
ing, but also whether the statements are,
in fact, “fair and true” – a determination
traditionally left, as the court acknowl-
edged, to the jury. “Although determin-
ing whether a communication is privi-
leged under Civil Code section 47, subdi-
vision (d), may properly be left to a jury
in some instances, appellate courts have
not been reluctant to decide the fair
report privilege applies as a matter of law
when the undisputed facts are insufficient
to support a judgment for the plaintiff.”
J-M’s suit was dismissed, and the law firm
recovered its attorneys’ fees.

A lengthy dissent challenged the
majority’s decision of the truthfulness of
the press release as a matter of law, argu-
ing it “marks a substantial expansion of
the role of a court in deciding defama-
tion cases,” which should be left to the
jury “unless the facts permit but one 
conclusion.” The dissent also criticized
the majority’s “divide and conquer”
approach to the release, taking pieces 
in isolation rather than considering the
“totality of the circumstances.”

Healthsmart

In December, in Healthsmart Pacific
Inc. v. Kabateck, another Second District
case, plaintiffs’ attorneys were again suc-
cessful in striking a complaint based on
their public comments about a pending
lawsuit.

There, the owner of a hospital that
specialized in spinal surgeries pleaded
guilty to a bribing a state senator to sup-
port legislation that permitted medical
hardware costs to be passed through to
workers compensation carriers, took
advantage of the legislation to fraudulently
inflate the price of the hardware one of his
other companies sold, and paid between
$20 million and $50 million in kickbacks
to doctors, marketers, and others for refer-
ring patients for spinal surgery. 

A flood of suits predictably followed
the guilty plea, and two attorneys repre-
senting a woman who had undergone
spinal surgery at the hospital appeared
on a television program and news pro-
gram, discussing the case.7

The hospital and its owner sued the
attorneys for defamation, pointing to
remarks in the interviews that went
beyond the owner’s plea agreement,
including the claims that he and the hos-
pital had schemed to use counterfeit (and
potentially not sterile) screws in the sur-
geries, and had hired prostitutes as part
of the referral kickbacks. The attorneys
moved to strike the complaint under the
Anti-SLAPP statute, relying on the fair
report privilege.

As in J-M, the court decided the issue
as a matter of law, ruling that, because
there was “no dispute as to what was con-
tained in the report[s],” there was no dis-
pute to submit to a jury. It then analyzed
the two interviews in detail, concluding
that they were both “fair and true” descrip-
tions of the complaint the attorneys had
filed, and that – even if the attorneys did
not make clear that they were always
speaking about their client’s allegations, as
opposed to their independent knowledge
of the facts – the average viewer or listener
would understand that the attorneys were
speaking about the complaint when the
interviews were heard “in context.”

Argentieri — The Facebook matter

This month, in Argentieri v.
Zuckerberg, the First District again sided
with an attorney and granted an Anti-
SLAPP motion striking a complaint
based on the attorney’s statements to the
press – although this time, the attorney
was defense counsel.8

In what is now a familiar trope, in
2010, one Paul Ceglia claimed in New
York state court to have contracted with a
young coder named Mark Zuckerberg to
acquire an 84 percent interest in “The
Face Book” in exchange for $1,000 and
“certain other consideration.” Initially
represented by one New York attorney,
Paul A. Argentieri, Ceglia won an early
TRO and was then joined by law firm
giants DLA Piper, Kasowitz Benson, and
others – who withdrew when they discov-
ered that Ceglia’s contract was a fake.
Ceglia’s complaint was dismissed, and
Facebook and Zuckerberg sued for 
malicious prosecution.

On the same day as the company
filed suit, its general counsel emailed
members of the press, stating that counsel
for Ceglia “knew the case was based on
forged documents yet they pursued it
anyway” and that Facebook intended to
hold them to account. Attorney Argentieri
filed suit in California, claiming the gen-
eral counsel’s email defamed him.9

The Facebook parties moved to
strike under Anti-SLAPP, arguing that the
email was nothing more than a fair and
true report of the malicious prosecution
suit they had filed. Argentieri’s opposi-
tion hinged on a nuance of pleading:
Facebook’s complaint alleged he “knew or
should have known” the documents were
forged, and made other allegations on
information and belief, while its counsel’s
email said directly that he “knew” of the
forgery, and so “more definitively asserted”
his knowledge, taking the statement out-
side the privilege. Once again, the appel-
late court sided with the moving attorney,
and once again, made its determination
as a matter of law, finding no genuine
issue of fact about the contents of the law-
suit or in-house counsel’s email about it,

See Anti-SLAPP, Page 22
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or about whether an average reader
would understand the email to be a “fair
and true report of the gist” of the compa-
ny’s malicious prosecution suit.

A doctrinal question and a few
practical lessons

These decisions raise an interesting
doctrinal question about the allocation of

authority between the judge and jury,
and provide important practical lessons
for counsel to bear in mind when speak-
ing to the press.

Is the Court of Appeal deciding too
many of these cases as a matter of law,
instead of letting a jury decide what an
“average” reader or viewer would under-
stand a press release or interview to mean?
Truth and falsity are classic jury questions,
and while Argentieri is an easy case – a sin-
gle statement that differed only slightly
from the allegations of the complaint – the
court probably overreached in Healthsmart
by deciding what several minutes’ worth of
television and radio interviews meant. (A
decade ago, in Scott v. Harris, the United
States Supreme Court did the same thing
with police video of a car chase, with 
similarly troubling implications for the
Seventh Amendment jury right in Fourth
Amendment excessive force cases.) And it
almost certainly erred in J-M Manufacturing
by deciding that no reasonable reader
could have been misled by a lengthy press
release whose headline was plainly inaccu-
rate and contrary to the case pressed by
counsel at trial. 

Parties contesting Anti-SLAPP
motions already have the deck stacked
against them – they bear a summary
judgment-like burden at the outset of
their case with the benefit of limited or
no discovery, and face a one-sided risk of
paying an attorneys’ fee award. Taking
away access to the jury seems a bridge
too far for the “bridge privilege.”

While the appellate courts have hand-
ed attorneys speaking to the press a recent
string of wins, there is no reason to invite
danger. By mining the decisions above, we
can divine several lessons to bear in mind
when issuing press releases, posting on a
blog or social media account, or commu-
nicating with reporters:
• Make clear that you are speaking about
your client and his or her pleading, not
your personal knowledge. Including a
copy of the pleading is an easy way to
provide this needed context.
• If you are talking about a case at the
pleading stage, stick to the allegations 
in the complaint.

See Anti-SLAPP, Page 24
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• Remember that reporters will edit your
comments, potentially in ways that leave you
outside the fair report privilege. Keep your
correspondence with the press and take notes
of the interviews you give.

Christopher Wimmer is the
founding partner of Emergent
LLP with offices in San Francisco
and New York. Chris represents
clients in complicated, high-stakes
disputes, including current group
actions against nationwide janitor-
ial franchisor CleanNet and real
estate seminar guru Armando Montelongo. Chris
frequently dedicates time to pro bono matters, includ-
ing asylum and prison condition cases, and writes
on mental health issues in the law.

Seth Rosenberg is a partner
at Emergent LLP. He represents
the injured, underprivileged, and
under-represented with remarkable
results. A trial lawyer’s trial lawyer,
he has obtained millions of dollars
for clients in settlements and 
verdicts in personal injury cases,
including products liability, vehicular negligence,
medical malpractice, and wrongful death actions.
In several instances, he has ended up obtaining 
outcomes for his clients that were multiples 
of defendants’ last, best pre-trial offers.
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• If you are talking about a case at
summary judgment or trial, refer to
what the evidence shows.

• If you offer an opinion, point
to the facts on which you 
base it.

Anti-SLAPP, continued from Page 22
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is everything in a cycling case. It’s really
become the luck of the draw.”

Bay Area from day one

Wyle grew up in Mill Valley, where
mountain biking was invented. He attend-
ed nearby UC Berkeley for his undergrad-
uate studies and went on to UC Hastings
College of the Law in San Francisco.

Upon graduating from law school, Wyle
joined the Choulos firm and has been there
ever since. At first, his desire to be a lawyer
wasn’t necessarily about the firm’s plaintiff ’s
work; that came later. His initial motivation
was stirred by intrigue and curiosity about
what he observed as the lawyer’s life, and 
he wanted to be a part of it. 

“I wasn’t even sure what Choulos and
Belli did, other than some of the things I
had read in the press and some of the
interesting people I saw around,” Wyle
explained. “Because Choulos at that time
did far more than just personal-injury
work. I learned later that their practice was
primarily plaintiff ’s work, but they also did
a lot of things like copyright work for Alex
Haley while he was writing ‘Roots’ and
criminal defense and huge divorce cases.
So it was all interesting and fascinating,
and their lifestyle was really inspirational.”

Taking on ‘bullies’

Over the years, that inspiration
transformed as Wyle developed into a
skilled and shrewd attorney in his own
right. The more he saw insurance compa-
nies and big corporations taking advan-
tage of their wealth, victimizing “regular”
people and generally skirting the law, the
more he was motivated to fight back.

“I’m only 5-foot-5, and there have
been a lot of people along the way, kind
of bullies, and I’ve always stood up to
bullies,” Wyle said. “I absolutely abhor
bullying. Oftentimes, I am inspired just
because the opposition is trying to push
my client around, and I feel somebody
needs to stand up for them. Ours is a
great system that levels the playing field
– the civil justice system is a great way to
keep bullies in check. I really don’t like it
when insurance companies or manufac-
turers or the police take advantage of
their power, and I like to even the score.”

Wyle did just that for a client whose
life basically was destroyed by a fall down
a defective staircase. The client was an
older woman who worked as a nurse 
at a psych facility, giving injections to
patients. The staircase in question was at
her home, and it was literally loose when
stepped on, had no handrail and cracked
boards, and when the woman fell, she
tumbled backwards and shattered her
wrist, Wyle said. She had surgery but
ended up with a nonunion of the wrist,
and it was the hand she used when giving
shots at her job. That job had provided
her a place to live on the facility, and she
also owned a comfort dog that she loved
more than anything in her life, Wyle said. 

At one point, the dog actually saved
her from drowning in her own bathtub.
“Because of the broken wrist, she couldn’t
pull herself out of the bathtub, and she
started slipping down under the water and
began to drown,” Wyle said. “Somehow she
was able to call the dog and reached her
good hand out of the water and grabbed
the dog’s collar. The dog pulled her out 
of the tub and saved her life.”

The injury prevented the woman from
performing her job and thus she lost her
place to live and eventually had to move 
in with her son, who suffered from post-
traumatic stress disorder from his military
service. Worse, she had to give up her dog.

“It was heartbreaking to her,” Wyle
said. “Of all the things that happened to
her, she really broke down when she had
to give up her dog.”

Eventually, the woman became
homeless, living in a storage facility. The
wrist injury had destroyed her life, Wyle
said, and he and his team pursued the
case right up to the courthouse steps. The
biggest break, he said, was catching the
landlord in a lie about the staircase, which
had been repaired while the woman was
in the hospital. The landlord lied to his
insurance company, saying the repaired
stairs were how they had always been.

“We got a big enough settlement for
her that she was able to get her dog back,
move to Texas, buy a house and live com-
fortably,” Wyle said. “She’s in her 70’s
now and still has the dog. This lawsuit
turned her life around and really saved

her. It really tugs at your heartstrings,
and you really feel like you’ve done good
for the community as well as your client
when you make someone accountable.”

Active and human

When he’s not working, Wyle enjoys
hiking, running and biking the Marin
Headlands. He also loves to travel
abroad with his wife and daughter. And
recently, Wyle returned to a sport he took
up in college: boxing. About five years
ago, he joined a boxing gym in Marin
City and, along with other members,
helped rejuvenate the facility.

“It started off as a very poor gym, but
because we have a fantastic coach, some of
the more wealthy members have spon-
sored the coach and the gym, and a new
gym has been built,” Wyle explained. “It’s
become a really valuable part of the Marin
City community. I’m in there two, three
times a week boxing with 23-year-old kids
and having a great time, learning a lot
and keeping in shape. It’s a great sport.”

For young lawyers or law students
who aspire to a long and successful
career similar to his, Wyle had two words:
“Remain human.” Then he elaborated.

“We’re all human beings, so try to
have compassion for everyone involved,
including the opposition,” he said.
“Scorched earth rarely works, and it doesn’t
help you be a happier person. It’s OK to
be aggressive on your case, and you
should be. But with the people you’re
working with, it pays off to exercise some
human kindness, even toward people you
may not have much respect for.”

Meanwhile, Wyle said he will contin-
ue his own kindly approach and isn’t
even considering retirement.

For better or for worse…

“My wife, when we made our vows,
said for better or for worse, but not for
lunch,” he said. “I love going to work
every day, working with my best friend. It’s
much more than a job – it’s real-life stuff.
It’s my passion; I like to be the hero, I like
to help people, and it’s rewarding emo-
tionally to champion someone’s cause.”

Stephen Ellison is a freelance writer based
in San Jose. Contact him at ssjellison@aol.com.
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BY STEPHEN ELLISON

Many have proven to dispel the
myths about money-hungry, power-trip-
ping lawyers, and Claude Wyle may well
be Exhibit A in that classification. Wyle’s
genuine compassion and dedication to
his clients coupled with his unbridled
desire to “make things right” far out-
weigh any dollar signs on his record.

Wyle was exposed to the lawyer’s life
at an early age, having been best friends
with his now-partner, George Choulos,
whose father, Vasilios Choulos, was part-
ners with San Francisco’s legendary Melvin
Belli. When the elder Choulos advised a
young Wyle to go to law school, promising
he could one day work at the acclaimed
firm, Wyle took it to heart and changed all
his college plans to prelaw. He then went
to UC Berkeley and studied political eco-
nomics so he could go to law school. 

“It was really a great, glamorous
practice, and they were involved with
every interesting thing I could think of,”
Wyle said. “There were always fascinating
people around the house, so when
Vasilios Choulos said you could come
work for me, I jumped at it. It was just 
a life’s decision in a moment.”

Since that decision, Wyle and his
best friend George Choulos have carried
on the legacy of their predecessors, in
the process making a name for them-
selves in the plaintiff ’s law community.
Wyle said his passion for learning has
always been the driving force behind his
work and has endured the test of time.

The love of learning something new

“I love to continue learning, not just
sit there and do what I know and do the
same thing over and over again,” he said.
“In being a plaintiff ’s lawyer, I find I
have to learn new things for just about
every case, and I’m going on 35 years
now. I’m still constantly learning. Right
now, I’m working on some cases involving
exploding e-cigarette batteries, and so I

have been
researching
and investi-
gating how
lithium ion
batteries
work.”

Indeed,
whether it’s
products 
liability or
dangerous
premises or
some variety
of vehicle

accident, Wyle goes all in for his clients.
Over the years, the firm developed a
“focus” on cases involving two-wheel vehi-
cle crashes. Wyle and Choulos both have
had a lifelong love of bicycling and
motorcycle riding, and while Wyle tries to
avoid calling himself a specialist in the
area, he said being an avid rider himself
provides him with enough knowledge to
have the upper hand on most adversaries.

Choulos Choulos & Wyle also spon-
sors racing teams and supports the Bay
Area Riders Forum, which is 60,000 rid-
ers strong across the region. They help
work on pro-motorcycle legislation, work
with lobbyists, and they belong to most
bicycle coalitions in the Bay Area.
Additionally, they help support safe rides
to school and organizations that fix and
give bicycles to underprivileged kids.

“I’d say as lawyers we have an advan-
tage over the defense because we ride,
and we really understand the dynamics of
motorcycle and bicycle crashes – almost
as well as the experts we hire,” Wyle said.
“I know enough to know I’m not an
expert. But I understand the dynamics.
So when a person comes into our office,
often a person who has been rejected by
as many as five firms, we can more readi-
ly evaluate whether or not they have a
good case. We really handle a lot of these
cases. We know a lot of the defenses that
are going to come up in these cases.”

More bike friendly, yet more
dangerous

Wyle feels there are a number of
variables that have made bicycling
around San Francisco more dangerous in
the past 20 years, even as it has become
more of a bike-friendly city. Among them
are a higher number of vehicles on the
roads, especially with the injection of
ride-hailing drivers from Uber and Lyft;
distracted drivers, talking or texting on
their phones; and a growing general 
disdain for bicyclists. The city’s efforts
toward reducing bicycling deaths and
injuries caused by crashes with motor
vehicles have been admirable, he said,
but more should be done.

“They’re making progress,” Wyle
said. “We have an extremely congested
city that has grown in population but with-
in a very small geographic area. … We
need more designated cycling areas,
where cyclists can be safe and not be sub-
jected to the congestion. Because let’s face
it, some of the new systems can be confus-
ing to motorists and cyclists. … I think
they’re moving in the right direction, but 
I still see a lot of danger for cyclists out
there. I’d like to see more safe avenues
that are focused on cycling, where cyclists
can have fewer encounters with cars. And
that means a real infrastructure change.”

Jury selection gets tougher

Wyle said bicycling cases are becom-
ing tougher for plaintiffs in San Francisco
because the city has trended toward a very
anti-bicycling jury pool. Motorcycling has
become more popular and less of a stig-
ma, he said, while bicycling has become
among drivers and pedestrians less popu-
lar. He believes there are a growing num-
ber of jurors out there who just don’t like
bicyclists because either they or someone
they’re close to was hurt by a cyclist. 

“We have people here who hate bicycle
riders, absolutely hate them. And they’re on
the jury,” Wyle said. “That’s why jury selection

Profile: Claude Wyle
35-year veteran thrives on holding bullies accountable
while remaining human

Wyle
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BY J. JUDE BASILE

Much is written and spoken of how
important it is to make the case about the
defendant. The defendant’s bad conduct
must be the centerpiece of our trials. The
case must be about the defendant’s threat
to our community. The defendant’s
threat to our community safety can 
evoke fear and motivation to stop 
the threatening conduct. 

Alas, the only way the law allows for
this to happen is by the jury arriving at
an amount of money. An amount of
money that represents the full value of
the harm and the damage to our values
as human beings, is the only justice the
law can provide, so how do we get full
justice while focusing on the wrongdoer?

It is well known in defense circles
that the way to defend the case is to focus
the case on the plaintiff and the plain-
tiff ’s greedy lawyer. Defense lawyers love
to look deep into the background of the
plaintiff. It is so easy for them in this
world of tort deform, yes deform. People
seeking money damages for harm the
defendants caused start the case behind
the defendant. Years of propaganda and
conservative talk shows have made the
victims practically embarrassed to seek
money damages. Jurors, called into a
courtroom and told “this is a personal
injury case where the plaintiff is seeking
money damages,” seem to sigh audibly.
They often want to be dismissed in voir
dire or to hide their true feelings, hoping
to be stealth jurors and wreak their
defense havoc in the jury room.

Yes, people distrust lawyers

Gallup surveys show year after year
that the majority of people, sometimes as

many as 85 percent, distrust lawyers.
People rank us somewhere around
bankers and used car salespeople. It is
interesting that nurses and doctors con-
sistently rank near the top of trustworthi-
ness in the Gallup survey.

So where does that leave a trial
lawyer today? We first must begin with a
look at ourselves. Can we honestly look
ourselves in the eye and ask “why do I do
this work?” Sure we can say we do it to
help people, to stand up for the little guy,
to bring the bully to task, to make the
world safer, to attack corporate greed,
and all the wonderful altruistic state-
ments. Can we also include: I love the
money, the attention, the competitive
nature of the courtroom, the combat, the
ego feed, and yes even being invited to
speak to lawyer groups in hopes of find-
ing the next big case to be referred to me.

Can we first be deeply and brutally
honest with ourselves? Look under the
veneer that too often is carried every day
building up more and more covering. Sit
alone, take a walk in nature and truly
contemplate what we do and why we do
it or perhaps looking at what made us go
into this profession. Are there events in
our lives that can trace our path to where
we are today?

Credibility

Trials, believe it or not, are about
just one thing: Credibility. Credibility
begins with authenticity: being who we are
in spite of our warts and problems. Take
off the fancy suits, cars, homes, vacations,
country clubs, expensive meals and wine,
and who are we? What truly are our val-
ues? Can we get in touch with the values
that really mean something to us as
human beings, not advocates, not lawyers,

but as real human beings. These are 
the values that matter to us all regardless
of being Democrat, Republican or
Independent, and matter to us regardless
of where we live, shop, dine, in which
country we live. These are family values
of love, compassion, unconditional sup-
port, empathy, selflessness, and belief
there can be a better tomorrow… for all.

Taking time to look at ourselves,
what we do, why we do it, our values, our
true loves and desires is where presenting
damages that another human being has
suffered, to a group of human beings, the
jury, is where it must begin. This must be
a constant examination. Each day we
must take time, perhaps alone in a quiet
place, and examine ourselves, our behav-
ior and values.

It is troubling that the first thing we
read in blogs when a verdict is returned
is the size of the verdict. So and So just
got $5, $10, $20 or $30 million is what
we see on listserves and blogs. The
responses are predictable: “Tell me
more,” “Who was the judge?” “Who were
the experts?” “When can I come watch
the next one?” 

I am not critical of the success. I
know it takes much blood, sweat, and
tears to achieve such results. I know we
must constantly learn the “whys” and
“hows” from each other and I commend
the attorneys receiving these results for
their achievement and sharing. The
point is “look at us.” Seldom if ever do 
I see comments such as, “How is the
client?” “How is the grieving wife?” “How
are the children going to manage?” “Are
they in counseling?”

Trial lawyer associations hand out
lots and lots of awards to lawyers each

See Finding Damages, Page 30
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garden, picking citrus, building a work-
out room, toured an RV parked on the
side of the house, met with other family
members who have dropped by. I have
observed emotions, tears of sadness and
joy and the things that evoke both. We
have gone to their grandchild’s gymnas-
tic meet on a Sunday afternoon. 

I have attended Sunday church with
people I represent. Their life becomes
imprinted on me like a mother duck
imprints her baby ducklings. It is truly an
honor when I stand in court to tell who
these people are. I have seen and felt it
firsthand.

Once we are immersed in the lives of
the people we represent, they are no
longer a medical description of an injury.
They are no longer seen as medical bills,

lost wages, and economic loss, like so
many only look to when evaluating a
case.

Their story can begin to come alive.
It is living and breathing. It is a human
story that cries out to be told. It is one
the law yearns for but is so often looked
over as an afterthought of a primary 
economic loss.

Telling the story

It is well established in science that
decisions are made on an emotional
level, then justified with the rational
mind.

An entire seminar can be devoted to
“discovering the story” of not only the
case but, more importantly, discovering
the story of the loss, the harm, and the

need to fix, help and make up for the
harm. David Ball, a non-lawyer consult-
ant has written a book on damages that is
fundamental. It must be applied to spe-
cific people we represent. We cannot be
colored by the number of lawyers. Each
artist is unique in style and presentation.
Each person we represent is unique and
does not fit into a cookie cutter of a 
presentation or a color by numbers.

Once we spend the time, not only
with the people we represent, but also
studying and understanding the medical
terms, procedures, rehabilitation and
future treatments, we need to craft the
story through each part of trial and
through each witness.

For example, in a recent case of a
77-year-old man who suffered a serious
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year for these verdicts. They are given in
fancy ballrooms in fancy hotels that most
of the people we represent could never
afford. The size of the verdict, although
not always, is the attention getter.
Lawyers in tuxedos and evening gowns
parade around at these events with dia-
monds and watches that could be down
payments on homes for some of the peo-
ple we represent. Back to the question,
“Who are we?”

So, that introduction is where it must
all begin: with YOU. It is a wonderful
exploration. Take some time alone and
do it. Get up one morning and watch the
sunrise, in silence. Think of who you are
and what you are doing with your life.

The “what”

“What?” is the big question. If I
might again refer to listserves and lawyer
blogs, so often we see something like
this:

Need help evaluating case. 41-year-
old male rear-ended. Conservative
treatment, PT for 6 weeks, MRI shows
bulging disc. Spinal fusion 2 levels C4-
5 – 5-6. 3 weeks lost wages. Defense
Doc says surgery was not needed but
has full recovery. $72,500 past meds
including ER, Physician visits, PT, MRI
and surgical consult. Software engineer
lost wages $5,750. Questionable future
wage loss. Value?

Or my favorite: 
35-year-old woman, clear liability,

tibial fracture well healed, ankle frac-
ture, in cast 6 weeks, well healed.
Loved to skate board now scared to
skate board. How much?”

What are we doing? Are we adjusters?
I see these posts and not even a first
name or description of the life of the 
person they represent.

Here is a simple fundamental rule 
of damages presentation: “Spend all the
time you can in the life of the person you
represent.”

This does not mean have them bring
pictures and videos to your conference
room to go over with your paralegal or
associate. It means “in their life.” This is
the “what” of preparing damages and dis-
covering the story of who they were long
before the injury and loss: Examining
their life without judgment but with deep
listening and understanding.

How is this done?

First, make the time. Second, simply
ask and do it. I can guarantee you asking
to come to their home will help the
bonding between you and them. Tell
them you need to know and understand
them. Do not wait until the week before
trial. Start the week after they retain you.
Ask them when the best day and time are
to come. Show up and listen and observe.
Be curious. Start with their birth. Take
time. Understand their life story. What
events shaped them? What was most sig-
nificant in making them who they are?
What has influenced them the most?
What events in their lives have been most
important? Go with them to work. Go
with them to the doctors, PT. This will
also help you get to know the doctors
and therapists. Watch the therapy, help
and ask questions.

For an upcoming trial I have spent at
least nine hours at the kitchen table with
the husband I represent and his wife. On
three occasions, each lasting over three
hours, they have cooked me breakfast 
and lunch. We have walked the halls 
and looked at all the pictures hanging on
the walls. We have walked through their
yard and relived events of growing a
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BY JASON ERLICH

AND DENISE K. TOP

You have just agreed to represent
your new client in a wrongful termina-
tion, discrimination or harassment law-
suit. The case sounds promising – a
believable client, a series of bad actors,
and a solvent employer/defendant.  The
client assures you that he can prove the
bad conduct because he has a recording
of the supervisor, harasser or co-worker
engaging in the subject conduct.

The client plays the recording –
indeed, it confirms the harassing behav-
ior, and/or the supervisor admitting some
damming fact that would help your case.
You have the “smoking gun” evidence
that is so often missing. But then, the
client confirms he made the recording
without the other person’s knowledge.

This scenario is becoming increas-
ingly common in today’s world of smart-
phones, which make recording both easy
and inconspicuous.  The predicament: 
on the one hand you have good evi-
dence; maybe even so good, it blows the
case wide open. On the other hand, you
know California is a “two party” consent
state and the recording may not have
been legally obtained. You are also aware
that employers have aggressively started
filing counter complaints against plain-
tiffs asserting violations of California’s
Penal Code sections 632 and 632.7, the
Invasion of Privacy Act, to gain leverage
in civil actions. At the very least, the ille-
gally obtained recording risks making
your client look less than forthright.
What do you do?

This article discusses some common
tactics by defendants and several defens-
es that may be employed to possibly turn
the tables on them.

Illegally obtained recordings 
a misdemeanor

An illegally obtained recording car-
ries criminal and civil penalties. Penal
Code section 632(a) prohibits the record-
ing of private conversations without the
approval of all parties to the conversation
and subjects such conduct to criminal
punishment by a fine not exceeding
$2,500 or imprisonment in county jail
not exceeding one year.

To prove a violation one must
show: (1) an intentional eavesdropping
or recording a conversation by using an
electronic device; (2) that the plaintiff
had a reasonable expectation that the
conversation was not being overheard
or recorded; (3) that the defendant did
not have the consent of all parties to
the conversation to eavesdrop or record
it;(4) harm; and (5) the defendant’s
conduct was a substantial factor in
causing plaintiff ’s harm. (CACI 
1809.)  Moreover, Penal Code section
637.2(a) allows an aggrieved party to
recover $5,000 civil penalty or three
times actual damages. (Pen. Code, §
637.2(a).) 

Business entities have standing

Business entities have standing to
bring a claim under Penal code section
632. The cross-complaint (or in federal
court, counter-complaint) will usually
take several forms: filed by the corpora-
tion (or other business entity) suing your
client, and possibly the individual –
whether a co-worker, supervisor or other
person – who claims to have been
improperly recorded. 

Although it may seem counterintu-
itive that a business entity could be
harmed from a recording, the statute

specifically defines a  “person” to include
an “individual, business association, part-
nership, corporation, limited liability
company, or other legal entity. . .”
(Pen. Code § 632(b).)  Courts have
affirmed business entities have standing
to pursue a claim.  (See e.g., Ion Equipment
Corp. v. Nelson (1980) 110 Cal.App.3d
868, 879 [acknowledging that corpora-
tions have no standing to pursue com-
mon law invasion of privacy claim, but
have standing to pursue statutory 
claim].) 

To disclose or not to disclose 
in civil discovery? 

Breaking down the analysis, you
should first ask whether the recording 
is relevant to your claims; next, did the
defendant seek the recording through
specific discovery demands; and finally,
does the recording help or hurt your
case?  

If the recording is immaterial and
not relevant to your claims, there is prob-
ably no duty to disclose it to the other
side. (Code of Civ. Proc., § 2017.010;
(Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 26(b)(1).) In fact, as
discussed in more detail below, the U.S.
Constitution’s Fifth Amendment prohibi-
tion against self-incrimination may
require that you not disclose criminal
conduct.

Even if the discovery demands
require disclosure, can you prevent 
disclosure? Under the Fifth Amendment
privilege, a civil litigant need not disclose
through discovery process information
that may lead to criminal prosecution.
(Alvarez v. Sanchez (1984) 158 Cal.App.3d
709, 712.) Four requirements trigger
privilege against self-incrimination: 
(1) information sought must be 
incriminating; (2) personal to 
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neck injury requiring his neck to be cut
open from the front, his voice box,
esophagus, (tube in our throat for eating)
and trachea (tube in our throat for
breathing) pushed aside, along with key
arteries pushed aside to reach his spine.
His spine is drilled with metal screws that
are just like wood screws and a metal
cage placed around his spine. (Note 
that I did not say, “an anterior approach
cervical fusion.”)

I learned that what has been the
most popular treatment is causing him
the most pain and lost time with his
grandchildren. He cannot lift them, or
play with them, or go to all their activi-
ties as before. It is this relationship loss
that was most important. So, family val-
ues, grandparent-grandchild relationship
will be a big part of the case. It will be
addressed in voir dire and all the way
through.

Defense witnesses

We must constantly be aware of our
damage themes and presentation. Always
use defense witnesses to enhance and
provide this testimony.
Defense doctors

Have them describe through leading
questions, surgical procedures. Point out
what elective surgery is. How patients
struggle with the decision, because 
they are scared, nervous and anxious.

Have them talk about the drugs that are
administered before the anesthetic to
calm the patient and relieve anxiety.
Explain what this anxiety is and why the
drug is given before the patient is even
taken into the operating room. Have him
describe the last kiss he saw the loved
one give the patient before they were
wheeled into surgery. Maybe even ask if
the doc is a grandparent, when you see
their grandkids’ picture on the doc’s desk
at his deposition if your case involves
grandparents!

Have them explain that “soft tissue”
is some of the most vital tissue in mov-
ing, thinking, and living.
Defense lay liability witnesses

See if you can lead them through
how the trauma of seeing the crash
affected them. Do they still remember it
and dream of it? Be creative and apply
their testimony to your specific case.
Sometimes no one can be better in
describing the scene. Perhaps they will
admit the callousness of the defendant
on the cell phone calling work and talk-
ing casually while the injured person is
being loaded into an ambulance. What
part of the story can they fill? Be on con-
stant lookout for this.
Defense experts

With accident reconstructionist com-
pare the forces to practical examples, like
running into a brick wall from so many

feet away at a certain speed. Have them
admit that forces can cause tremendous
damage to steel and metal. That not a
single human being is born with any
metal bumpers, yet the metal was bent
and deformed in even a small impact
case. Ask if they ever calculated the force
to break a human bone. Use them to
show so called soft tissue can be damaged
severely by force that can bend metal.
Defendant

Show the callousness of the defen-
dant never following up at the hospital to
see how the person they injured is doing.
Often there has been no contact.

Conclusion

We are human beings, telling a
human being’s story, to a group of
human beings. Always keep becoming
human. Explore feelings, look at who 
we are, why we do what we do and share
it all with others.

Practicing law since
1982, Jude Basile at the
Basile Law Firm in San
Luis Obispo, CA has devoted
his career to representing peo-
ple and families who have
suffered serious personal
injuries and wrongful death.
He has tried over 50 cases to
a jury verdict. He has received numerous
awards from trial lawyer organizations for his
courtroom work. He develops and teaches case
preparation and trial skills with Gerry
Spence. Jude Basile’s practice is limited to
only a few very serious cases each year in
order to devote close attention to the develop-
ment of each case. His 6-, 7- and 8-figure
verdicts involve spinal injuries, brain damage,
wrongful death and loss of the value of a rela-
tionship with a loved one. He is a member of
the United States Supreme Court Bar, The
California Bar, and United States District
Court. He is on the Board of Directors and
Staff of the Trial Lawyers College.
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a conversation to be a “confidential com-
munication” if a party to the conversa-
tion has an objectively reasonable expec-
tation that the conversation is not being
overheard or recorded. (Flanagan v.
Flanagan (2002) 27 Cal.4th 766, 774-
775; Shulman v. Group W Productions
(1998) 18 Cal.4th 200, 234 [finding the
question turns on whether the person
recorded reasonably expected the com-
munication would not be overheard or
recorded].)

But, the California Supreme Court
has also rejected the concept there was
no reasonable expectation of privacy
when a conversation could be seen
and/or overheard by others in the work-
place. In Sanders v. American Broadcasting
Cos. (1999) 20 Cal.4th 907, an employee
of a tele-psychic call center brought suit
for invasion of privacy and violation of
Penal Code section 632 when a television
reporter masking as an employee secretly
recorded workplace conversations and
later broadcast some of the conversation
as part of a news program exposing
fraudulent activities.

The Supreme Court recognized
“[t]here are degrees and nuances to soci-
etal recognition of our expectations of
privacy: the fact that the privacy one
expects in a given setting is not complete
or absolute does not render the expecta-
tion unreasonable as a matter of law.” (Id.
at 916.) Ultimately, the Court allowed the
tele-psychic employee to proceed with his
claim of invasion of privacy finding, “a
person who lacks a reasonable expecta-
tion of complete privacy in a conversa-
tion, because it could be seen and over-
heard by coworkers (but not the general
public), may nevertheless have a claim
for invasion of privacy by intrusion based
on a television reporter’s covert videotap-
ing of that conversation.” (Id. at 923.)
Notably the Sanders decision turned on
the fact that the recording was conducted
by a “stranger” to the workplace (even
though the reporter had obtained
employment at the tele-psychic business).
But, the more important take away for
defending clients in a Penal Code section
632 claim is the court’s finding that the
employees’ conversations within cubicles

or earshot of co-workers meant that the
communications were not “confidential”
under Section 632’s definition.  (Id. at
924-925.)
• Unclean hands: Employer’s policies
lower the expectation of privacy

Employers routinely promulgate
written policies putting employees on
notice that there is no reasonable expec-
tation of privacy in the workplace.
Employers monitor employees’ computer
usage, voicemail, internet browsing histo-
ry, install key stroke software, and video
security cameras. An employer should
not be able to use its policies as a sword
and a shield by lowering the privacy bar
for its own benefit, and then raising it 
by claiming an employee’s workplace
recording was “confidential.” Keep in
mind that if the recording occurs in a
conference room, break room or other
location, the expectation of privacy might
be lower. Some helpful cases include:
Marrs v. Marriott (D.Md. 1992) 830
F.Supp. 274, 283, cited in Sanders, where
the court held there was no reasonable
expectation of privacy where employer’s
security camera recorded an employee
picking a desktop lock in an open office;
and, Kemp v. Block (D.Nev 1985) 607
F.Supp. 1262, finding no expectation of
privacy in a small workshop with no inte-
rior walls where two employees shouted
at each other.

When you are dealing with an
employer with thorough policies, confirm
there are no policies notifying employees
that recording confidential conversations
is illegal.  In the absence of any such
warning, turn the tables on the employer
— why didn’t the employer set forth a
clear policy that recording of co-workers/
supervisors is (1) illegal, (2) against 
company policy, (3) will not be tolerated,
and (4) subject to discipline?  Does 
the employer have policies notifying 
the employee that his/her conduct is
being monitored? Evidence of this nature
could help prove an “unclean hands”
defense.
• Justification as an affirmative defense

The defendant of an invasion of pri-
vacy claim “must prove that the circum-
stances justified the invasion of privacy

because the invasion of privacy substan-
tially furthered a relevant legitimate or
compelling competing interest.” (CACI-
VF 1807). “In general, where the privacy
violation is alleged against a private enti-
ty, the defendant is not required to estab-
lish a ‘compelling interest’ but, rather,
one that is ‘legitimate’ or ‘important.’”
(Pettus v. Cole (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th 402,
440.) 

Hypothetically, the plaintiff in a sex-
ual harassment case alleges her supervi-
sor repeatedly called after hours making
sexual advances.  One may argue the
employee’s recording of her supervisor’s
sexual propositions are justified as sub-
stantially furthering a relevant legitimate
or compelling competing interest or one
that is important — i.e., California’s well
established policy of rooting out discrimi-
natory and harassing workplace conduct
under the Fair Employment & Housing
Act (“FEHA”). 

Indemnity claim against
individually-named defendant

If a third party, not the employer,
asserts a cross-claim against your plain-
tiff, you should consider asserting a
“cross-cross-claim” (In federal court, it is
also known as a “counterclaim in reply”
and is recognized as an appropriate
pleading.  See 5 Wright & Miller, Federal
Practice & Procedure, s 1188; Electroglas,
Inc. v. Dynatex Corp. (N.D. Cal. 1979) 
473 F. Supp. 1167, 1171; Southeastern
Industrial Tire Co. v. Duraprene Corp.
(E.D.Pa.1976) 70 F.R.D. 585) against the
employer for indemnity, contribution,
and declaratory relief.  California has a
strong public policy that favors the
indemnification (and defense) of employ-
ees by their employers for claims and lia-
bilities resulting from the employees’ acts
within the course and scope of their
employment.” (Edwards v. Arthur Andersen
LLP (2008) 44 Cal.4th 937, 952) “Labor
Code section 2802 codifies this policy
and gives an employee a right to indem-
nification from his or her employer.”
(Ibid.) Labor Code § 2802 obligates
California employers to indemnify an
employee for all expenditures and losses,
including attorney fees.
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defendant; (3) obtained by compulsion;
and (4) testimonial or communicative
in nature. (Izazaga v. Superior Court
(1991) 54 Cal.3d 356, 366.) The privi-
lege may apply where production of
the recordings would itself be “testimo-
nial” and incriminatory. For example,
where by producing the documents
sought, a party would effectively admit
their existence and authenticate them
as his or hers, thus supplying a link 
in the chain of evidence needed for
prosecution. (United States v. Doe, 
465 U.S. 605, 612, 104 S.Ct. 1237,
1242 (1984); (In re Syncor ERISA
Litigation (C.D. Cal. 2005) 229 F.R.D.
636, 649.) 

But when the recording helps your
case, it may be advantageous to disclose
the recording. This is because the risk of
a counter claim and the damages result-
ing may be small compared to the bene-
fits of having the damning evidence out
there for the jury to hear. Strategically,
decide whether you disclose the record-
ing early or withhold it under the 5th
Amendment and reserve it for impeach-
ment.

It could be admissible

Illegally obtained recordings are
admissible in limited circumstances.
Penal Code section 632(d) specifically
prohibits illegal recordings from being
admissible, except as proof in an action
or prosecution of a violation of Penal
Code section 632. However, section 632
can be used for impeachment purposes.
The rationale is the recording party
should not be able to use section 632(d)
as a shield for perjury and lie with
impunity about the contents of the
recording because he or she knows the
recording cannot be admitted into evi-
dence. (See Frio v. Superior Court (1988)
203 Cal.App.3d 1480, 1497-8; People v.
Crow (1994) 28 Cal.App.4th 440,452
[affirming the Frio holding to support its
finding that unlawful tainted evidence
and communication could be used for
impeachment purposes].) 

In addition, it is well-established that
evidence that is otherwise inadmissible
can be used to refresh present recollec-
tion. (Cal. Evid. Code § 771.) A party
may therefore use an illegal recording,

transcription or notes to refresh his 
or her memory of the contents of the
conversation. 

Affirmative defenses 

There are several affirmative defens-
es available to undermine or defeat a
Penal Code section 632 claim.
• No reasonable expectation of privacy

One of the easiest defenses is show-
ing the recording occurred in a place
where no reasonable person would
expect the conversation to be confiden-
tial. Penal Code section 632(c) defines a
“confidential communication” to include
“any communication carried on in cir-
cumstances as may reasonably indicate
that any party to the communication
desires it to be confined to the parties
thereto . . .” but excludes communica-
tions in “a public gathering,” “any leg-
islative, judicial, executive or administra-
tive proceeding open to the public,” or
“in any other circumstance in which the
parties to the communication may rea-
sonably expect that the communication
may be overheard or recorded.” (Ibid.)
The California Supreme Court has found
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The Veen Firm, PC

As we say goodbye to this winter of getting pummeled by
atmospheric rivers of precipitation, many are ready to head into
spring and summer pool parties. But there is a danger in the
backyard of many ordinary homeowners that you may not be
aware of: the exploding pool filter. 

Most filters are comprised of a tank, a lid, and a clamp that
holds the system together (Figure 1). The filter operates under
high pressure generated by a mixture of water and air. The lid
can explode off the tank with tremendous force if too much
pressure builds up and the clamp fails.

Because of the
extremely high pressure
that can build in the 
filter and result in an
explosion, a failure can
be catastrophic. We have
seen cases in which the
filter lid has damaged
awnings and roofs,
become lodged in trees,
and damaged ceilings of
pool sheds. When the lid
of the pool filter hits a
person, we have seen

BY OLIVER VALLEJO
The Vallejo Law Office
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An employer may argue some points
to get around the uncomfortable position
of having to pay the costs of defense for
a claim it approved.  An employer may
argue that no indemnity can lie for a
“first party” claim by the employer
against the employee. (See e.g., Nicholas
Labs., LLC v. Chen (2011) 199
Cal.App.4th 1240; Thornton v. California
Unemployment Ins. Appeals Bd., (2012) 204
Cal.App.4th 1403.) There is case law
authority, however, supporting a claim
for indemnity when a third party, such as
a co-worker, counter claims against your
client. (See Cassady v. Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius LLP (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 220,
236-37 [finding Labor Code section 2802
“requires an employer to indemnify an
employee who is sued by third persons
for conduct in the course and scope of
his or her employment”]; Grissom v. Vons
Companies, Inc., (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 52,
57 [holding Labor Code “requires the
employer to indemnify the employee for
all that the employee necessarily expends
in direct consequence of the discharge of
the employee’s duties”].)

An employer may argue that 
“illegal” recordings are not within the
“course and scope” of employment. Yet,
FEHA requires all employers, with more
than 50 employees, to have written 
anti-discrimination and anti-harassment

policies, and to train managers on the
prevention of workplace harassment.
(Cal. Code of Regs., tit. 2, § 11023.) An
employee recording what he/she reason-
ably believes to be conduct in violation of
the employer’s policies would be acting
in the course and scope of employment
by placing the employer on notice and
assisting in the enforcement of said
polices. This is especially the case when
the allegations are against a supervisor
whose conduct creates strict liability for
an employer, or even an employee whose
behavior may implicate the employer
under the theory of respondeat superior.

Conclusion

In sum, important decisions need to
be made prior to filing a case regarding
the use of illegally obtained recorded evi-
dence. When the relevance and strength
of the evidence weigh in favor of the
risks associated with a counterclaim, it
becomes a strategic question of how to
best use it – disclose up front or withhold
under the Fifth Amendment privilege
and use for impeachment, if necessary.
Should the defense file a cross claim,
there are several affirmative defenses,
and possibly the option to file a claim for
indemnity under Labor Code section
2802, that may be employed to offset
and/or defeat any such claim.

Jason Erlich is a partner
at McCormack and Erlich, 
in San Francisco. He devotes
the majority of his practice to
representing individual
employees in workplace dis-
putes including wrongful 
termination, discrimination,
harassment, unpaid wages,
wage and hour violations, disability discrimi-
nation and accommodation, and family 
medical leave violations.

Jason graduated magna cum laude from
the UCLA and was admitted to the Bar in
1999 after graduating from Hastings College
of the Law. Jason volunteers his time to the
Worker’s Rights Clinic and, through the Bar
Association of San Francisco he works with
unrepresented tenants facing eviction. Jason
has worked as a union organizer and in his
spare time enjoys biking, hiking, skiing, 
camping and world travel.

Denise Top is a founding
partner of Top | DePaul LLP
focusing on employment issues
and litigation in support of
the rights of employees. As 
a former defense attorney,
Denise defended public and
private entities in employment
matters and, as a result, she
understands how employers work and can
often achieve results before a lawsuit is filed.

The law is not Denise’s first career. She
worked almost a decade in social services and
in the buying offices of several major Bay Area
retailers before starting law school. She was 
on the editorial board of Law Review and
received Witkin Awards for Academic
Excellence in Remedies and Community
Property and a CALI Excellence for the
Future Award in Appellate Advocacy. Denise
has been selected to the Super Lawyers 
Rising Stars list in 2013, 2014, and 2015.
Endurance training for Ironman triathlons
has taught Denise that any goal is attainable
with hard work, dedication, and a good sense
of humor.
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severe traumatic brain injuries, deaths, traumatic loss of eyes,
and multiple broken facial bones.

Swimming pool filters present an explosion risk

A swimming pool filter cleans water of debris. Generally, a
filter comprises a two-piece tank – a bottom and a top – molded
from heavy-duty plastic. The tank bottom holds a filter cartridge
that cleans water as it passes through the system. A pump delivers
water from the pool to the filter and back to the pool (Figure 2).

A filter tank can trap or accumulate air. The pump dis-
charge compresses any entrapped air and pressurizes the filter.
This creates a risk of explosion or “sudden separation” of filter
parts. Filter manufacturers have known about the explosion risk
since at least the early 1970’s. In 1974, the United States
Consumer Products Safety Commission (“CPSC”) published an
article which reported “problems of exploding filter tanks”
(Figure 3).

Consumer Product Safety Division data shows dozens of
explosions like the one that disfigured our clients. The manufac-
turers are well aware of this problem:

1982: filter lid “blew apart” and flew 30 feet;
1983: filter had “pressure induced” explosion;
1983: filter lid “shot up” 10 feet;
1985: filter “blew off” in man’s face;
1985: filter lid exploded in pool technician’s face;
1985: filter lid exploded in man’s face; 
1986: filter lid exploded in victim’s face;
1986: “Operator reassembles filter…observes a pressure build-up,

reaches over the filter…and the filter explodes….”;
1989: filter lid blew off and fractured victim’s skull;
1990: filter blew into man’s head; man semi-comatose;
1991: filter lid blew into woman’s head, killing her;
1993: filter lid blew into man’s head;
1994: filter exploded, causing blindness and brain damage;
1998: filter lid blew off, flew seven feet and hit man’s face.
1998: lid blew off into man’s face, knocking him out;
2005: filter exploded in father’s face, causing brain damage;
2006: filter lid blew up into homeowner’s face, killing him;
2006: filter lid blew into 37-year-old mother, who lost eye;
2006: boy saw filter blow up in face of dad, who died.

Cal-OSHA has researched the prevalence of pool-filter
explosions. This research revealed that exploding filters injure
consumers and workers alike.

Inexpensive fixes are ignored

A manufacturer can easily equip a filter system with differ-
ent types of fasteners to hold the top and bottom together.
Some fasteners – such as lugs-and-nuts – secure lids better than
others. They ensure the lid will not blow off under pressure.

An inferior fastener such as a clamp (Figure 1 on page 37)
can bend, break or degrade, and allow the filter lid to blow off
with tremendous force. For example, in 2004, the CPSC recalled
8,500 pool filters because the filters’ fastener “can disengage
from the lower tank shell allowing the top shell of the filter to
blow off causing injury to nearby consumers.”

Pool filter manufacturers knew or should have known about
the explosion risks before designing almost every pool filter that
remains in use today. In 2001, a pool filter manufacturer known
as B & S Plastics, Inc. (dba Waterway) recalled 19,500 filter sys-
tems after it received at least three sudden-separation claims.
Waterway said, “There have been several reported instances in
which the top half of the filter housing has suddenly, and with-
out warning, been blown off the lower housing with great force.”
Waterway admitted, “These filters operate under a typical pres-
sure of 15-25 psi. If the top half of the housing separates under
pressure there is the potential for serious personal injury.”

Nevertheless, dangerous pool filters continue to be manu-
factured and sold today without the protections that are readily
available. 

Products liability theories of liability

A product with a design defect or inadequate instructions
subjects the manufacturer to strict liability. (See, Wright v.
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Stang Manufacturing Co. (1997) 54
Cal.App.4th 1218, 1228-1229.) A prod-
uct has a design defect if the product’s
inherent risks outweigh its benefits.
(Gonzalez v. Autoliv (2nd Dist., 2007) 64
Cal.Rptr 3d 908, 913.) The risk-benefit
test includes weighing such factors as
(a) the gravity of the danger posed by
the challenged design, (b) the likeli-
hood such danger would occur, (c) the
mechanical feasibility of a safer alter-
native design, (d) the financial cost of
an improved design, and (e) the
adverse consequences to the product
and to the consumer that would result
from an alternative design. (Ibid.) 

Other-accident evidence can
establish that a product presented an
unreasonable risk of harm; and the
manufacturer knew or should have
known about the product’s risks.
(Benson v. Honda Motor Co. (1994) 26
Cal.App.4th 1337, 1344-1345.) Once
the plaintiff shows the product’s design
caused the injury, the defendant bears
the burden to prove the absence of a
defect. (Id. at 914; Bernal v. Richard
Wolf Medical Instruments Corp. (1990)
221 Cal.App.3d 1326, 1332.)

Pool filters with weak clamp assem-
blies are defective in design because they
pose a significant, foreseeable danger
that a safer, feasible and practical alter-
native design would have eliminated. 
• The gravity and likelihood of explosion

The potential for a clamp failure
and filter-lid explosions pose a grave
danger to consumers. Explosions are pre-
dictable, given the history of explosion
problems. 

The CPSC recognized this risk in the
1970’s. Manufacturers understood this
risk when one of their peers recalled over
19,000 filters in the early 2000’s, and
called the sudden-separation risk “a mat-
ter of public safety.” The recalled filter
involved a tank with a top and bottom
held together by a “locknut” or giant
screw, as opposed to a multiple-lug nut
system. That manufacturer recalled the
filter because users reported explosions,
including one that injured an eye.

Finally, NSF/ASNI standard 50
requires an automatic air-relief valve on
top of a filter, if it allows air to accumu-
late in the filter tank. Many filters do not
have an automatic air relief valve on the
lid. The lack of an automatic air-relief
valve increases the likelihood of an
explosion. Filters without an automatic
air release have an even greater need to
be equipped with a safer fastener, such as
bolts and wing nuts. 
• The clamp system is susceptible to misuse
and failure

A common defense in these cases is,
as usual, to “blame the victim.”
Manufacturers will point to homeowners
overtightening the clamp systems, which
can weaken the threads on the screws of
the assembly. Or, the defense may argue
the victim misassembled the clamp. But
these are circular arguments, as they are
foreseeable misuse.

Manufacturers are aware of how easi-
ly a layperson could overtighten or
reverse-align the components. Moreover,
a product with the potential to take a
user’s head off should not be so vulnera-
ble to a common user error. 
• Securing it with nuts-and-bolts was techno-
logically and economically feasible

Lugs and nuts are technically feasi-
ble, economically practical and safer than
a clamp. Competitor filter manufacturers
have used the design in Figure 4. 

Lugs and nuts would eliminate the
risk of serious injury. When a lug or nut
fails, the remaining lugs and nuts hold
the lid and bottom together. At worst, a
failure of one nut would cause water to
leak from the filter. A manufacturer’s
PMQ will likely testify that there were no
technological impediments to a nuts-and-
bolts system. 

Additional issues and theories

In addition to pursuing product lia-
bility against the manufacturer (or possi-
bly the component-part manufacturer, if
a component of the separately-manufac-
tured clamp system fails), there may exist
other causes of action.  

With respect to product liability,
manufacturing defects may involve 

defective workmanship (bad spot weld,
bad thread, etc.); parts that fail to con-
form to specifications (wrong metal or
cut), and the like. For defective design
claims, often the filters will suffer from a
weak fastener, a confusing fastener; or
confusing instructions with respect to the
clamp assembly or pressure relief valve.
Similarly, a design-defect may include an
inadequate pressure-relief valve (valve
too small to allow air to escape quickly
enough to release pressure), or a poor
air-relief valve design.

In failure to warn cases, often the
owner’s manual and other written mate-
rials will contain conflicting messages,
which confuse the user. 

Don’t overlook negligence against
the pool filter installer. Such cases may
include installing the filter shut-off switch
within the “zone of danger” above the
lid, or using pressurized plumbing that
increases the pressure in the system. 
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The Commission also is considering a variety of approaches that could reduce injuries associated with other pool
hazards such as sharp edges and protruding bolts, slippery ladders, decks and diving boards, lack of depth
indicators, shock hazards from electrical wiring and problems of exploding filter tanks.

Commission staff recommend a number of precautionary measures consumers can take to reduce home pool
hazards.

Construction and maintenance:

• Check local ordinances and codes for safety requirements.
• Use non-slip materials on the pool deck, diving board and ladders.
• The steps of the pool ladder should be at least three inches wide, and the ladder should have handrails on

“...problems of
exploding filter
tanks.”
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BY CHRISTIAN NICKERSON

For 24-year-old CJ Saraceno and his
friends, the night of September 29, 2013,
was supposed to be a night filled with
laughter and fond memories, as well as a
good night out on the town. CJ was a
recent college graduate from
Connecticut; a young man with many
friends and a bright future who had just
moved to California to pursue his dreams
working at a digital design agency.
Instead of drinking and driving, or get-
ting into a car with a drunk driver, CJ
and his friends responsibly did what they

thought was the right thing to do; they
rented a party bus to drive them for the
night.

The night was going just as planned.
The group was out celebrating a birthday
party and had just finished eating dinner
at a restaurant in Hollywood when the
party bus picked them up to transport
them to a local club. That is when the
nightmare began for everyone.

Other passengers on the bus say that
while the bus was traveling south on the
101 Freeway near Universal Studios
Drive, CJ was standing near the front,
changing the music on the radio when

the bus swerved and he lost his balance.
He then fell down the stairway, and was
ejected through the bus door. Friends
tried to grab him as he slipped down the
stairway to the exit, and CJ attempted to
hold onto a handle and the bottom step,
but he fell out of the bus onto the free-
way and was violently struck by several
cars.

It was later revealed that CJ’s death
was caused by the poorly maintained bus
door. The party bus, like many of its
kind, was equipped with a pneumatic
door system designed to provide enough
air pressure to ensure the bus doors
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by attorney Kevin
Lancaster.  Lancaster is
professorial in his knowl-
edge and facility with the
technical issues in these
cases, and his ability to
explain complicated
mechanics and physics
concepts to laypeople is
legendary. 

One successful example was his
demonstration to an audience of defen-
dants, defense counsel and insurance
adjusters, using
a toy “water
rocket launch-
er,” that pumps
air and into a
rocket partially
filled with water.
These $5 toys
generate
enough pres-
sure that a child
can shoot the
rocket several

hundred feet in the air – just from pump-
ing air into the chamber. This made it
abundantly clear to the defense how
effectively the jury would be educated
about the concept of the dangerous levels
of pressure that can build from mixing
air and water in pool filters, and a very
substantial settlement followed shortly. 

Anthony L. Label is a
trial team leader at the
Veen Firm, P.C., in San
Francisco, CA. He repre-
sents people with severe per-
sonal injuries that have had
a life-changing, career-
changing, life-ending, or
career-ending impact. He
represents plaintiffs in actions arising from
construction site accidents, industrial acci-
dents, dangerous premises, auto accidents,
wrongful death, governmental or public 
entity liability, defective products, and others.
His awards include: SFTLA Trial Lawyer of
the Year Finalist (2017); Super Lawyer Top
100 List (2015, 2016); Super Lawyer

(2012-present); National Trial Lawyers: Top
100 Trial Lawyers (2013); Distinguished
LRIS Panel Member Award, for the largest
recovery in the history of the Bar Association
of San Francisco’s lawyer referral service 
program (2012); among others. He is the 
current President of Francisco Trial Lawyers
Association (2017), and served on its
Executive Board (2012-2016) and Board of
Directors, (2005-2012). He is on the Board
of Governors for the Consumer Attorneys of
California (2015-present) and is a member of
AAJ and Public Justice. 

Oliver Vallejo owns
The Vallejo Law Office in
San Francisco. For over 15
years, he has represented vic-
tims of negligence, defective
products and dangerous con-
ditions. He has also worked
as a Federal Public Defender,
lectured at attorney conven-
tions, and taught at law school. 
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carrier of passengers,” including, but not
limited to, obvious exclusions such as
transportation services rendered by a
publicly owned transit system, licensed
taxicabs and school buses transporting
school pupils pursuant to the Education
Code. (Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 5353).
Other exclusions are less obvious, and
only create more confusion and ambigui-
ty (e.g., Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 5353(c) —
“Common carrier transportation services
between fixed termini or over a regular
route which are subject to authorization
pursuant to Article 2 (commencing with
section 1031) of Chapter 5 of Part 1 of
Division 1”; Cal. Pub. Util. Code §
5353(a) – “Transportation service ren-
dered wholly within the corporate limits
of a single city or city and county and
licensed or regulated by ordinance). A
singular, concise definition of what a
party bus is under California law would
make it much easier for law enforcement
to police and regulate the industry, and
ultimately provide further protection for
consumers.

Laws related to party-bus 
regulation 

The party-bus industry is currently
monitored by the California Public
Utilities Commission and the California
Highway Patrol, and, as indicated above,
many of the laws related to party-bus reg-
ulation may be found under the
“Passenger Charter-Party Carriers’ Act.”
(Cal. Pub. Util. Code, § 5351, et seq.)
The Act is divided into six Articles,
including Article 1 which provides the
general provisions and definitions as ref-
erenced above. (Cal. Pub. Util. Code, §
5351-5362). Articles 4, 5, and 6 cover the
insurance requirements for party-bus
owners, the bases for charges for trans-
portation, and the imposition of fines
and penalties, respectively.

Article 2 sets forth requirements that
party-bus owners must follow in order to
legally operate in California (Cal. Pub.
Util. Code § 5371-5375.9). Under this
Article, among other things, party-bus
owners must pass an annual bus terminal
inspection, and furnish a list, prepared
under oath, of all vehicles used in 

transportation for compensation during
the period since the last inspection. (Cal.
Pub. Util. Code §§ 5373.1, 5374.5).
California Highway Patrol motor carrier
specialists carry out these inspections and
write Terminal Inspection Reports which
refer to and cite various rules and regula-
tions which form the basis of their ratings
of the Terminal, which can range from
Satisfactory (S) to Unsatisfactory (U). The
motor carrier specialists refer to and use
Highway Patrol Manual 84.1 to evaluate
the various aspects of a carrier’s opera-
tions. The bus that killed CJ Saraceno
was ordered off of the road as a result of
one of these inspections. Unfortunately 
it remained in operation until the night
of CJ’s death. Article 2 further requires

party-bus owners earning over ($350,000)
in annual gross operating revenue to file
a report under oath indicating the num-
ber, classification, and compensation of
all employees and owner-operator driv-
ers hired or engaged during the report-
ing period, and provides the Commission
with the power to cancel, revoke, or sus-
pend the bus owners’ permit or certifi-
cate for violations of the Act, and issue
civil penalties. (Cal. Pub. Util. Code, §§
5374.6, 5378).

Article 3 of the Act provides the 
provisions for the regulation of Charter-
Party Carriers of Passengers. In this
author’s opinion, this is another area
where legislative improvements could 
be made. Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 5381
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remain closed when the vehicle is mov-
ing. Due to poor maintenance, the com-
pressor that was supposed to keep the
door to the bus closed wasn’t functional.
The bus owner knew or should have
known about the problem, but didn’t fix
it, and it cost CJ Saraceno his life.

The party bus owner and the specific
bus in question had been cited by the
California Highway Patrol for safety vio-
lations five months before the September
2013 incident, but the bus was still in
operation on the night of CJ’s death, still
without repairs even after it was ordered
off the road. Specifically, the owner’s ter-
minal was inspected and given several
“unsatisfactory” ratings by the California
Highway Patrol Motor Carrier Specialists
prior to the date of the incident, includ-
ing in a Terminal Inspection Report
dated April 12, 2013, in which various
aspects of the subject party bus were
noted to not be in compliance with safety
regulations. Despite it all, the bus
remained on the road and CJ and his
friends were never informed or warned
of its unsafe character.

Unfortunately, preventable tragedies
involving party buses seem to be happen-
ing with alarmingly increased frequency.
This article will examine the growing
party-bus industry, party-bus regulations,
and highlight the need for enhanced reg-
ulation and legislation for these vehicles.

A growing and dangerous
industry

The party-bus business is relatively
new, and business appears to be boom-
ing. According to a Los Angeles Times 
article from September of 2014, the
“number of party-bus carriers nationwide
has skyrocketed in the last five years —
from 6,000 to 9,000 in California alone,
records show.” http://www.latimes.com/
local/la-me-party-buses-20140920-
story.html.

In April of 2014, the State of
Washington Utilities and Transportation 
Commission published an investigation
report regarding Party Bus Regulation.
https://www.utc.wa.gov/docs/Documents/
2014%20Party%20Bus%20Investigation%20
Report.pdf.

The investigation was prompted by
several news articles from across the
country about party bus related deaths.
The purpose of the study was “to deter-
mine to what extent party buses exist in
Washington, and to identify problems
Washington or other states have seen
specific to party buses and to explore
options for increasing safety of party
buses.”

The Washington Commission Report
identifies that from January of 2009
through August of 2013, “party buses
were involved in 22 incidents in the
United States and British Columbia,
Canada. These resulted in 21 fatalities
and an additional 48 personal injuries.”
The Washington Commission also found
that, similar to CJ Saraceno’s death, “in
10 of the 22 incidents, and 10 of the 21
fatalities (47 percent), a passenger fell
from the party bus.” The second leading
cause of death was passengers hitting
their heads on overpasses. The vast
majority of these victims were either in
their teens or twenties, and drinking 
was involved in many of the cases.
Unfortunately, numerous fatalities and
severe injuries, including CJ’s horrific
death, have continued to occur since the
date of these findings. The problem has
not yet been solved.

What exactly is a “party bus?”

In its report, the Washington
Commission noted that, the term “party-
bus company” was not used in any
statute in the state, that there was no
state agency that regulated all party-bus
companies, and that there were no “reg-
ulations specifically addressing party-bus
companies or the unique safety chal-
lenges presented by such companies.”
Since no legislative definition for “party
bus” existed, for purposes of its report,
the Washington Commission defined a
“party bus” as “a motor vehicle specifi-
cally configured to accommodate a party
on the motor vehicle itself. Amenities
may include greater floor space, the
addition of a bar to serve alcohol, 
flat-screen televisions, DVD players,
enhanced audio system, karaoke equip-
ment, DJ equipment, smoke machines,

laser lights, disco lights, strobe lights 
or dance or ‘stripper’ poles.” Following
its investigation, the Washington
Commission recommended that legisla-
tive amendments be made to provide a
more clear definition of what exactly
constitutes a party bus, and that such
amendments would be useful in promot-
ing party-bus regulation.

Other states have encountered simi-
lar problems in party-bus regulation.
Recently, in an effort to correct ambigui-
ties regarding the definition of a party
bus under New York law, Senator Jeffrey
D. Klein sponsored Senate Bill S7028B,
which proposed an amendment to the
existing transportation law to define
party bus as “any motor vehicle having a
capacity of twenty or more passengers,
operated by a contract carrier of passen-
gers by motor vehicle, within which pas-
sengers are capable and permitted to
regularly stand and circulate throughout
the vehicle, and in which food, beverages
and entertainment may be provided 
or sold to such passengers.” https://
www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2013/
S7028/amendment/B.

Like most states, including
Washington and New York, the definition
of what exactly constitutes a “party bus”
under California law remains somewhat
ambiguous, thereby creating issues for
regulation of the industry and law
enforcement, and potential loopholes for
party-bus owners and operators. The
Passenger Charter-Party Carriers’ Act
under the California Public Utilities
Code currently governs the regulation of
party buses. (Cal. Pub. Util. Code, §
5351, et seq.). While the Passenger
Charter-Party Carriers’ Act does not
specifically define the term “party bus,”
Pub. Util. Cod § 5360 defines a “Charter-
party carrier of passengers” as “every
person engaged in the transportation of
persons by motor vehicle for compensa-
tion, whether in common or contract car-
riage, over any public highway in this
state” (subject to the exclusions of Pub.
Util. Cod § 5353). (Cal. Pub. Util. Code §
5360). Pub. Util. Code § 5353 provides
the numerous exclusions as to what vehi-
cles do not constitute a “Charter-party
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BY JIM BULGER

Plaintiff is driving on the freeway
outside Staples Center when he slams
into another car that had abruptly slowed
down in the middle of the road. After
checking that he’s ok and calling 911,
Plaintiff exits his car to discuss the acci-
dent with the driver of the other car.
While the two men are standing on the
freeway waiting for help, a sheriff ’s
deputy, driving significantly over the
speed limit, crashes into one of the

stopped cars and smashes directly into
Plaintiff, killing him instantly.  

The sheriff ’s deputy is at fault, and
the driver of the other car was also negli-
gent for dangerously slowing down in the
middle of the freeway. Plaintiff, on the
other hand, seems to have done nothing
wrong. However, although Plaintiff acted
reasonably and did not cause either acci-
dent, there is a catch. Plaintiff had
smoked medical marijuana the night
before the crash and now the defense
wants to use this act to inappropriately

imply that plaintiff was partly responsible
for his own death.

Although laws and public perception
regarding marijuana have changed dras-
tically over the past few years, for some
people, including potential jurors, there
remains a stigma regarding its use.
Potential jurors may also have strong
feelings about the use of other illicit
drugs as well as alcohol. If your client is
found to have used marijuana, or any
other controlled substance before suffer-
ing injuries, your case is at risk of jury
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provides the Commission with broad
powers to supervise and regulate every
charter-party carrier in the State. (Cal.
Pub. Util. Code § 5381). The code sec-
tion states that the Commission “may do
all things, whether specifically designated
in this part, or in addition thereto, which
are necessary and convenient in the exer-
cise of such power and jurisdiction.” It
should be noted that the California
Public Utilities Commission maintains
certain records related to party-bus own-
ers, their drivers, and their fleets, which
could prove useful in a civil case. These
records are easily obtainable via a
Freedom of Information Act Request. 

Although Article 3 provides the
Commission with broad powers to police
the party-bus industry, specific rules and
regulations to give the Commission’s
powers teeth are lacking. However, one
recent positive development in party-bus
regulation for the protection of young
consumers is Assembly Bill AB45, which
was signed into law by Gov. Jerry Brown
on Sept. 23, 2012, effective Jan. 1, 2013. 

The bill was drafted in response to
the tragic death of 19-year-old Brett
Studebaker, who crashed his vehicle into
a wall on the 101 Freeway after attending
his friend’s 21st birthday party aboard a
party bus. Although he was underage,
Mr. Studebaker was permitted to con-
sume alcohol on the party bus, and his
blood alcohol level was more than three
times the legal limit at the time of his
death. Among other things, AB45
requires the party-bus carrier to ask the
chartering party (1) if alcoholic beverages
will be served onboard or will be trans-
ported during the trip and (2) if any pas-
senger will be under 21 years of age. 

The bill requires the chartering
party to designate an adult chaperone
(25 years of age or older) who will be
legally responsible for any reasonably
foreseeable personal injury or property
damage that is proximately caused by 
underage drinking onboard. Most impor-
tantly, however, the bill imposes certain
obligations on the party-bus owner and
driver and makes any violation of its
requirements subject to civil penalties
imposed by the Commission. Notably, in

certain situations, the party-bus operator
must verify the age of all passengers to
confirm that they are 21 years of age,
and must not commence or continue a
trip if underage passengers are consum-
ing alcohol or are present onboard.
(2012 Cal AB 45.) Similar legislative
amendments in the spirit of AB45 should
be made to provide further protection
for party-bus passengers.

Party bus is a common carrier

It should also be noted that party
buses are considered common carriers
under California law, and therefore spe-
cial considerations apply. Indeed, Civ.
Code, § 2168 provides: “Everyone who
offers to the public to carry persons,
property, or messages, excepting only
telegraphic messages, is a common 
carrier of whatever he thus offers to
carry.”

Thus party-bus drivers have a
heightened duty of care as common car-
riers. Under Civ. Code, § 2100, a com-
mon carrier “must use the utmost care
and diligence for their safe carriage,
must provide everything necessary for
that purpose, and must exercise to that
end a reasonable degree of skill.”
(“Common carriers bind themselves to
carry safely those whom they take into
their vehicles, and owe both a duty of
utmost care and the vigilance of a very
cautious person towards their passengers.
Such carriers are responsible for any,
even the slightest, negligence and are
required to do all that human care, vigi-
lance, and foresight reasonably can do
under all the circumstances.” (Acosta v.
Southern California Rapid Transit Dist.
(1970) 2 Cal.3d 19, 27, internal citations
omitted.) Further, Civ. Code, § 2101
provides that a common carrier is
“bound to provide vehicles safe and fit
for the purposes to which they are put,
and is not excused for default in this
respect by any degree of care.”

The CACI jury instructions are also
helpful on the issue. For example, CACI
903 states: Duty to Provide and Maintain
Safe Equipment. (“Common carriers
must use the highest care in constructing,
servicing, inspecting, and maintaining

their vehicles and equipment for trans-
porting passengers. A common carrier is
responsible for a defect in its vehicles
and equipment used for transporting
passengers if the common carrier: (a)
Created the defect; or (b) Knew of the
defect; or (c) Would have known of the
defect if it had used the highest care.
Common carriers must keep up with
modern improvements in transportation.
While they are not required to seek out
and use every new invention, they must
adopt commonly accepted safety designs
and devices in the vehicles and equip-
ment they use for transporting passen-
gers.”) 

Conclusion

This article has provided an
overview of the party-bus industry and
some of the laws and issues that are
applicable to party buses. Consumers
often responsibly choose to be passengers
on these buses for the right reasons, with
safety first in mind. Unfortunately, the
preventable horrific deaths of young pas-
sengers aboard these types of vehicles are
tragic stories that have become all too
familiar in recent years. These tragedies
highlight the need for additional regula-
tions and legislation for this burgeoning
industry. It is apparent that such action is
now needed more than ever in order to
provide the utmost protection for
California’s consumers, and to prevent
the next tragic party-bus death from
occurring.

Christian Nickerson is 
an associate at Greene,
Broillet & Wheeler, LLP.
He graduated from Penn
State University in 2008
and from Pepperdine
University School of Law in
2011. His trial practice
focuses on catastrophic per-

sonal injury, wrongful death, business litiga-
tion, and employment litigation.  
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Comparative fault 
Keeping plaintiff’s irrelevant drug and alcohol use away
from the jury
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absence of testimony linking the evidence
to the question of causation, it was irrele-
vant. (Havens v. State (1997) 285 Mont.
195.)

In Idaho, a court noted that the
chemical substance Carboxy-THC, as
opposed to THC, is not a drug or intoxi-
cating substance but is, instead, a
metabolite of marijuana. Based on this
distinction, the court found that a test
indicating the presence of Carboxy-THC
shows nothing more than past marijuana
use. (Reisenauer v. State. Dep’t of Transp.
(2008) 145 Idaho 948, 950-51.)

In Oklahoma, a trial court excluded
toxicology evidence and expert testimony
regarding the defendant driver’s positive
screening for marijuana and the court of
appeals commented that the evidence
could not come in unless there was some
testimony to relate the ingestion of mari-
juana back to the accident. (Clark v.
Turner (Okla. Ct. App. 2004) 99 P.3d
736). The Clark court indicated in dicta
that toxicology reports testing positive
for drug use need to be supported by
expert testimony that extrapolates the
ingestion of the drug back to the time 
of the accident. 

Finally, in Texas, a trial court exclud-
ed evidence that the defendant truck
driver tested positive for methampheta-
mine in a post-accident drug test. The
court of appeals affirmed the trial court,
and explained that evidence of intoxi-
cants is inadmissible without “further 
evidence of negligence and improper
conduct on the part of the user.” 
(Bedford v. Moore (Tex. App. – 2005) 
166 S.W.3d 454.)

Probative versus prejudicial

Even if plaintiff ’s drug or alcohol
use is in some way relevant, an issue
remains as to whether it may be admit-
ted into evidence. Even relevant evi-
dence may not be admitted if its proba-
tive value is substantially outweighed 
by the probability that its admission 
will (a) necessitate undue consumption
of time or (b) create substantial danger
of undue prejudice, of confusing the
issues, or of misleading the jury. (Evid.
Code, § 352.)

Plaintiff ’s counsel should argue that
evidence of drug or alcohol use must be
excluded on the grounds that its proba-
tive value will be substantially out-
weighed by the undue consumption of
time that the issue will require. If multi-
ple experts are required to determine
whether or not plaintiff was impaired
and to what degree, the legality of
plaintiff ’s drug use, the time and extent
of such use, these issues may take sub-
stantial trial time and jury attention. If
plaintiff ’s impairment was not a sub-
stantial factor in plaintiff ’s injuries, any
slight probative value of this evidence
will not outweigh the waste of time and
judicial resources required to prove the
fact.

More importantly, there is also a risk
that drug or alcohol evidence might con-
fuse the issues or mislead the jury. If
experts spend time testifying as to the
effects of drugs, a juror could interpret
that time spent to indicate that the issue
is important.

In weighing the prejudicial effect
versus probative value of evidence, a
court should not consider the prejudice
or damage to a party’s case that natu-
rally flows from the evidence. Evidence
will not be excluded based on whether
it hurts the case or not. Rather, courts
should focus on whether the evidence
is unduly prejudicial. A finding of
undue prejudice in Evidence Code sec-
tion 352 will preclude evidence which
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prejudice and a reduction of your client’s
recovery, even if your client’s drug use
was not a cause of his injuries.

Negligence must be substantial
factor in causing harm

Until 1975, California law barred
recovery for plaintiffs who had a per-
centage of fault for their injuries under
the theory of contributory negligence.
Since then, California courts have
replaced this “all-or-nothing” contribu-
tory negligence system with a “compara-
tive fault” system. Under the current
scheme, liability for damages is borne by
those whose negligence caused the dam-
age in direct proportion to their respec-
tive fault. This calculation can include
the negligence of multiple defendants as
well as a plaintiff ’s own negligence.
While a plaintiff ’s contributory negli-
gence does not totally preclude recovery,
any negligent conduct by plaintiff may
be assigned a percentage of the fault.
This percentage may in turn significantly
reduce the amount of compensation a
plaintiff receives, even with a large ver-
dict.  

Just as the plaintiff has the burden
of proving defendant’s negligence, the
defendant has the burden of establishing
that some nonzero percentage of fault is
properly attributed to the plaintiff. To
find comparative fault against a plaintiff,
a jury must determine that the plaintiff ’s
actions or omissions fell below the stan-
dard to which she should conform for
her own protection. Additionally, a jury
must find that plaintiff ’s negligent con-
duct was a “substantial factor” in causing
her injuries.

The substantial factor standard is
relatively broad. It requires only that
plaintiff ’s contribution to his own harm
was more than negligible or theoretical.
If plaintiff ’s negligent act played only an
“infinitesimal” or “theoretical” part in
bringing about his injuries, that conduct
is not a substantial factor in his loss. In
the context of drug and alcohol use, even
if such use was negligent, it will not be
considered a substantial factor in plain-
tiff ’s injuries if it did not actually play a
part in causing his injuries.  

Although alcohol and, in some cir-
cumstances, marijuana is generally legal,
use of other drugs may be violative of a
statute and therefore negligence per se.
With any intoxication legal, or otherwise,
however, it is important to determine
whether plaintiff ’s use of a substance was
a substantial factor in causing his
injuries.  

In the case of drug or alcohol use,
defendants must show that plaintiff used
a drug and was impaired by it, but that’s
not all. Defendants must also show that
there is a link between the plaintiff ’s
impairment and his injuries. Although
defendants may try to insinuate other-
wise to a jury, there is no conclusive pre-
sumption of impairment or causal rela-
tionship to plaintiff ’s injuries from the
mere existence of marijuana in the plain-
tiff ’s body. A defendant seeking to prove
a link must provide evidence, such as
expert witness testimony, to establish this
link. The same is true for alcohol. There
are, of course, statutes that make driving
while intoxicated illegal, but the mere
presence of alcohol in a plaintiff ’s blood-
stream does not conclusively mean that
all plaintiff ’s actions were negligent.

Intoxication evidence must be
relevant

In addition to showing that plain-
tiff ’s drug or alcohol use was not a sub-
stantial factor in the harm he suffered,
plaintiffs can attack this evidence on rele-
vance grounds. Drug and alcohol use can
be kept from a jury if the plaintiff shows
the court that such evidence is simply not
relevant to any issue in the case.

In general, relevant evidence is evi-
dence that has any tendency in reason to
prove or disprove any disputed fact of
consequence to the determination of the
action. (Evid. Code, § 201.) If a defense
expert can show a causal connection
between active drug use and injuries,
such evidence may be relevant. However,
as in the substantial factor test discussed
previously, this link may be difficult for
defense to prove.

A plaintiff ’s voluntary intoxication is
relevant if there is an issue as to whether
he was negligent and therefore partially

responsible for the accident which injured
him. However, intoxication evidence is
only relevant to the issue of apportioning
liability for causing an accident and not
for any other purpose. Of course, driving
or riding a bicycle or even walking under
the influence can impair a person’s abili-
ty. But if a plaintiff were intoxicated or
had used drugs or alcohol and such use
was not a cause of his injuries, it is not
relevant to the issue of apportioning lia-
bility and therefore not relevant at all.

In Hernandez v. County of Los Angeles
(2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1599, 1613-
1616, the Court found that the issue of
whether or not plaintiff was intoxicated
at the time he was killed was not rele-
vant. Because defendants’ experts could
not identify any manner in which plain-
tiff ’s medical marijuana use contributed
to the accident that injured plaintiff, the 
evidence was not relevant to the issues
and had no probative value.  

In the example at the beginning 
of this article, which is based on the 
Hernandez case, plaintiff ’s marijuana
use did not cause the other driver to
dangerously slow down on the freeway.
It did not cause the sheriff ’s deputy to
crash into the stopped car at excessive
speed. While there may have been some
question as to whether plaintiff ’s
impairment caused him to leave his car,
there was no expert testimony that it
had. His drug use is therefore simply
not relevant and it is improper for the
jury to hear about it.

Other jurisdictions have concluded
that evidence of a person’s drug use is
not relevant in the absence of a link
between the evidence and the cause of
the accident. A court in Montana found
that because the State failed to demon-
strate that any of the drugs detected in
the defendant’s blood and urine, or
found in his car, were causally connected
to the accident, evidence of their pres-
ence was irrelevant to the question of
negligence or negligent state of mind.
(State v. Ingraham (1998) 290 Mont. 18.)

Also in Montana, a court found that
the results of a toxicology report and evi-
dence of alcohol consumption should
have been excluded because, in the
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Okafor v. United States of
America 
(9th Cir. 2017) 846 F.3d 337

Who needs to know about this case? All
lawyers who litigate cases.
Why it’s important:

Holds that a lawyer’s reliance on 
FedEx to deliver a document on the day
it is due constitutes “routine negligence”
if FedEx fails to deliver the document
timely, and therefore provides no basis
to toll the missed deadline. 
Synopsis:

Okafor was carrying almost $100,000
in cash in his carry-on bag, which DEA
agents seized. On May 1, 2013, the DEA
sent Okafor a notice informing him that
the money was subject to civil forfeiture.
The notice stated that the deadline for
Okafor to file a claim to contest the
seizure was June 5, 2013. 

On June 4, 2013, Okafor’s lawyer
tendered Okafor’s claim to FedEx for
overnight delivery to the DEA. But
FedEx did not deliver the package until
June 6, 2013, the day after the deadline.
The DEA deemed the claim untimely,
and declined to reconsider that finding.
The agency then forfeited the property. 

Okafor filed a motion in federal court
seeking a return of the property, arguing
that the DEA had wrongfully deemed his
claim untimely and that the district court
had equitable jurisdiction to toll filing
deadline. The district court denied the
motion, finding that although it had equi-
table jurisdiction to consider the claim,
Okafor failed to show any extraordinary
circumstances that warranted application
of equitable tolling. Affirmed.

The Ninth Circuit held that the dis-
trict court did have jurisdiction to consid-
er the motion, but that Okafor failed 
to establish any extraordinary circum-

stances sufficient to trigger the doctrine
of equitable tolling. In seeking to invoke
equitable tolling Okafor was required to
establish two elements: (1) he had dili-
gently pursued his rights; and (2) some
extraordinary circumstance stood in his
way. The Court held:

FedEx’s purported delivery delay does
not constitute the kind of extraordinary
circumstance that we have found to justi-
fy equitable tolling. We have noted that
an attorney’s filing by mail shortly
before a deadline expires constitutes
routine negligence. Luna v. Kernan, 784
F.3d 640, 646 (9th Cir. 2015). We “do
not recognize run-of-the mill mistakes as
grounds for equitable tolling because
doing so ‘would essentially equitably toll
limitations periods for every person
whose attorney missed a deadline.’ 

(Id. at 647 (quoting Lawrence v. Florida,
549 U.S. 327, 336, 127 S.Ct. 1079,
(2007)).
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uniquely tends to evoke an emotional
bias against a party as an individual
and which has very little effect on the
issues.

Evidence of drug or alcohol use
can be highly prejudicial

“Exclusion of evidence under
Evidence Code section 352 is reserved
for those cases where the proffered evi-
dence has little evidentiary value and cre-
ates an emotional bias against the party.”
(Hernandez v. County of Los Angeles, 226
Cal.App.4th at p. 1613.)

Plaintiff ’s use of illegal narcotics
would likely be highly prejudicial because
such drug use has a social stigma and
“uniquely tends to evoke an emotional
bias.” But even plaintiff ’s legal use of
alcohol or medical marijuana may have
an emotional effect on a juror that may
be prejudicial. Jurors are people and
each has his own particular biases and
feelings about various topics. Perhaps a
juror grew up in a home with an alco-
holic or lost a child to drug addiction.
When it comes to highly charged issues,
such as alcohol or drug use, there is a
risk that a juror’s emotional response
may be improperly triggered.

Drug use, even legal medical mari-
juana use, may paint a plaintiff as dan-
gerous or lazy, or may trigger any num-
ber of negative associations for some
jurors. Use of other illegal substances
may paint a plaintiff as a law breaker or
poor decision maker and impair a juror’s
ability to fairly weigh the relevant evi-
dence. 

There is also a risk that the jury
might be left to speculate whether mari-
juana intoxication caused plaintiff ’s ques-
tionable conduct which led to his death,
even in the absence of evidence that it
did.

If defense counsel asks repeated
questions about drug or alcohol use, the
jury’s judgment may be clouded and they
may be distracted from other, true issues.
It may also focus the jury’s attention on
plaintiff ’s conduct as opposed to defen-
dants’ conduct. A juror viewing plaintiff ’s
actions through the prism of his drug 
or alcohol use may focus on irrelevant 

details instead of the real cause of his 
injuries.

Even if the jurors do not harbor a
bias, evidence should be excluded where
there is a danger that if the proffered tes-
timony were admitted, the jury would be
unduly distracted on side issues. Those
issues may include whether the plaintiff
did smoke marijuana, whether it was
legal for him to do so, whether his pre-
scription was valid, the amount that he
smoked, when he smoked it and the
effect it may have had on his decision
making or physical abilities. If these
issues would affect the jury, then this
prejudicial effect must be weighed
against the probative value.

Punitive and character 
evidence

Another reason to seek to exclude
evidence of drug or alcohol use is the
risk that jurors may use the evidence to
punish the plaintiff. Punitive judgments
are inappropriate in a case where the
jury is being asked to apportion liability
for the purposes of dividing compensa-
tory damages. It is not the jury’s role in
such cases to punish plaintiff or to make
an example of him for a choice he made
where that choice did not cause his
injuries.  As with prejudice, if a juror har-
bors negative personal feelings about
drugs or alcohol he may disregard the
evidence of defendant’s negligence or
weigh plaintiff ’s negligence more heavily.
This type of evidence, if improperly
admitted, can give those jurors who feel
strongly about drug or alcohol use an
excuse to argue for plaintiff ’s compara-
tive fault in order to improperly punish
plaintiff.

In the Hernandez case cited above, at
trial the defense attorney used marijuana
evidence as a means to improperly attack
plaintiff ’s character. The defense attor-
ney encouraged jurors to speculate
whether marijuana was a factor even
though no expert could say that it was.
The defense then went further and sug-
gested that the plaintiff may not have 
had a legitimate medical need to 
smoke marijuana. On appeal the court
determined that this insinuation was

impermissible character evidence that
had nothing to do with the negligent
actions on the night of plaintiff ’s death
because plaintiff ’s character was not at
issue. 

Don’t let drug use become a
theme for the defense

If you learn that your client was
using drugs or alcohol prior to the inci-
dent, you should investigate the details of
such use and consult with an expert. Find
out if your client’s drug or alcohol use
contributed to his injuries at all and, if
so, determine whether that contribution
constitutes a “substantial factor” suffi-
cient to lessen plaintiff ’s recovery
through comparative fault.

If plaintiff ’s drug or alcohol use
does not constitute a substantial factor,
be sure to file a motion in limine before
trial to exclude any evidence of intoxica-
tion or plaintiff ’s actions before the
injury. Explain to the court that any evi-
dence of drug or alcohol use presented
to the jury is not relevant to the issues in
the case. Explain that admitting that evi-
dence will be a waste of time and judicial
resources and that it will likely be highly
prejudicial to your client.

Jurors have personal experiences and
biases that they bring with them to the
jury box. Even jurors who try their hard-
est to be impartial may be affected by
these biases. So it is best to keep any evi-
dence of your client’s irrelevant drug or
alcohol use completely out of their sight.

Jim Bulger is an asso-
ciate at Heimberg Barr
LLP. His practice focuses
on catastrophic personal
injury cases involving com-
plex medical issues, includ-
ing medical malpractice and
elder abuse. He has been
practicing law since 2003,

first as a corporate bankruptcy lawyer at
Milbank Tweed in New York. He is a gradu-
ate of Boston University and Fordham Law
School and is licensed to practice in New York
and California.
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which the opinions were founded were not
valid, according to the medical literature.
Mobin made no contrary showing. Plaintiff
did not refute defendant’s showing that
Mobin’s opinions were based on assump-
tions of fact without evidentiary support or
on speculative or conjectural factors. Such
expert opinions have no evidentiary value
and may be excluded from evidence.”

Short(er) takes:
Employment discrimination; evidence
of pretext; summary judgment. Mayes v.
WinCo Holdings, Inc. (9th Cir. 2017) __
F.3d __. 

Plaintiff Katie Mayes worked at
WinCo, an Idaho Falls grocery store, for
twelve years. During her final years at
WinCo, Mayes supervised employees on
the night-shift freight crew. On July 8,
2011, Mayes was fired for taking a stale
cake from the store bakery to the break
room to share with fellow employees and
telling a loss-prevention investigator that
management had given her permission
to do so. WinCo deemed these actions
theft and dishonesty that rose to the level
of “gross misconduct,” so it denied her
claim for COBRA health coverage and
payment for accrued vacation days. 

Mayes sued, for gender discrimina-
tion and under COBRA, claiming that
WinCo fired her in order to put a man in
charge of the freight crew. The district
court granted summary judgment to
WinCo on all claims. Reversed. Mayes
presented evidence showing that other
employees at her level (a “person in
charge” or PIC) believed that WinCo
allowed PICs to take cakes from the stale
cart into the break room to boost morale,
and that her general manager, Steen,
had made comments to her and others
suggesting that he did not think that a
woman should be in charge of the freight
crew. She also produced evidence that
Steen was critical of her when she left
work early to pick up her children from
school, but made no similar comments
when male employees did the same thing.
Finally, she showed that after her termi-
nation WinCo replaced her with a man

who had only one month of freight-crew
experience and no supervisory experience. 

Summary judgment was improper
because Mayes offered ample direct 
evidence of discriminatory animus: 
(1) Steen’s alleged comment that a man
“would be better” leading the safety
committee; (2) Steen’s alleged comment
that she did not like “a girl” running
the freight crew; and (3) Steen’s alleged
criticism of Mayes, but not her male
counterpart, for leaving work early to
care for her children. These remarks
directly concerned Mayes and the deci-
sional process for retaining and pro-
moting employees. Mayes’s failure to
give precise dates for the remarks or
show a closer temporal link between the
comments and her termination does
not defeat her claims. 

“If Mayes’s testimony is believed,
reasonable jurors could decide that
Steen’s comments, including the alleged
comment that a man ‘would be better’
as chair of the safety committee, demon-
strate Steen’s overt hostility to having
women in leadership roles.” Moreover,
contrary to WinCo’s position, the fact
that Steen is also a woman does not 
preclude a finding of discriminatory 
animus.

In addition, Mayes also supported
her opposition with evidence of pretext.
Multiple employees testified that it was a
common, accepted practice – rather than
an offense punished by termination – for
PICs to take cakes to the break room.
“That WinCo purportedly fired Mayes
for following a practice described by
some witnesses as ‘common,’ and that
another PIC thought was authorized, is
specific and substantial evidence that
WinCo’s proffered explanation for her
termination is not believable. Mayes
could not have stolen a cake that she had
permission to take. Nor could manage-
ment have reasonably thought that
Mayes lied about having permission if
they knew that PICs were allowed to use
stale cakes to motivate employees.”
Additionally, Mayes presented evidence
that WinCo replaced her with a less qual-
ified male employee. Evidence that an
employer replaced a plaintiff with a less

qualified person outside the protected
class can be evidence of pretext. 

Five-year statute; when jury is “impan-
eled” Stueve v. Nemer (2017) __
Cal.App.5th __ (Fourth Dist, Div. 3.

Generally, an action must be
“brought to trial” within five years of the
filing of a civil complaint. (Code Civ.
Proc., § 583.310, et seq.) If the time peri-
od is not tolled by statute, the case must
be dismissed. (§§ 583.340, 583.360.) “In
an action tried to a jury, the action is
brought to trial when the jury is impaneled
and sworn. (Bruns v. E-Commerce Exchange,
Inc. (2011) 51 Cal.4th 717, 723.)

Here, three days before the five-year
date a panel of 75 prospective jurors
assembled in the courtroom for jury
selection. The court clerk administered
an oath and the panel swore to give
truthful answers. Seven days later, while
voir dire was still in progress, defendants
moved to dismiss under the five-year dis-
missal statute. The trial court granted the
motion, finding that the jury had not yet
been “impaneled and sworn.” Reversed.

The jury was “impaneled” when the
panel of prospective jurors assembled in
the courtroom for voir dire. The panel
was “sworn” when the prospective jurors
took an oath to respond truthfully. 
Accordingly, the action was, in fact,
“brought to trial” within five years of 
the filing of the civil complaint. Thus, 
the trial court should not have granted
defendants’ motion to dismiss.

Jeffrey I. Ehrlich is the
principal of the Ehrlich
Law Firm, with offices in
Encino and Claremont,
California. He is a cum
laude graduate of the
Harvard Law School, 
a certified appellate specialist
by the California Board of
Legal Specialization, and 

a member of the CAALA Board of Governors.
He is the editor-in-chief of Advocate magazine
and a two-time recipient of the CAALA
Appellate Attorney of the Year award.
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Sanchez v. Kern Emergency
Medical Transportation
Corporation
(2017) __ Cal.App.5th __ (Fifth Dist.)

Who needs to know about this case:
Lawyers drafting expert declarations

opposing summary judgment, particular-
ly in medical-negligence cases.
Why it’s important:

Holds that trial court properly
excluded critical statements in declara-
tion by plaintiff ’s neurosurgery expert,
resulting in plaintiff demonstrating any
disputed issue of material fact that pre-
cluded summary judgment. The court
distinguished cases that allow a concluso-
ry declaration in opposition to a summa-
ry judgment to create triable issues, find-
ing that these cases did not involve a
declaration that was contrary to the fac-
tual record.
Synopsis:

Plaintiff Sanchez sustained a head
injury while playing in a high-school foot-
ball game. He was evaluated on the side-
line by a standby ambulance crew consist-
ing of paramedic Moses and EMT
Armstrong at approximately 9:25 p.m. At
9:30 p.m. Moses radioed for a transport
ambulance to transport Sanchez to the hos-
pital “Code 2” – without lights and siren.
The standby crew appropriately applied
spinal precautions, loaded Sanchez into the
standby ambulance, and drove to the cor-
ner of the field to meet the transport
ambulance, which arrived at 9:38 p.m. The
transport ambulance left the field by 9:42
p.m. and headed to the hospital. Several
minutes later Sanchez’s condition deterio-
rated and the transport crew upgraded the
call to Code 3, a lights-and-siren emer-
gency. The ambulance arrived at the hospi-
tal in 30 minutes, and the hospital’s emer-
gency-room personnel took over Sanchez’s
care at 10:13 p.m. A CT scan diagnosed
Sanchez as suffering from a subdural
hematoma. At 11 p.m. mannitol was
administered to reduce brain swelling.
Sanchez was taken into surgery at 11:42
p.m., and underwent a craniotomy. At
some point he suffered a posterior-artery
stroke. 

Sanchez sued the company operat-
ing the standby ambulance and crew
(“KEMT”), alleging that its employees
were grossly negligent in assessing him
and failing to recognize that he had suf-
fered a traumatic brain injury that
required immediate urgent transport to a
trauma center. He conceded that the
crew of the transport ambulance had not
been grossly negligent, nor had the hos-
pital or its staff been negligent. 

KEMT moved for summary judg-
ment asserting there was no evidence to
support plaintiff ’s allegations of gross
negligence or causation of any damages.
It argued that Moses properly evaluated
plaintiff ’s condition and could not have
immediately transported plaintiff to the
hospital in the standby ambulance Code
3 because plaintiff did not meet Kern
County’s criteria for activating the trau-
ma system (i.e., transporting plaintiff
Code 3) until he was placed in the trans-
port ambulance and his condition deteri-
orated. Using a timeline, KEMT also
argued that the delay caused by using
two ambulances was only two and-one-
half minutes, which did not harm plain-
tiff or increase his injuries. Additionally,
it argued that, even if the delay was as
much as 30 minutes, plaintiff could not
demonstrate the delay caused him any
injury, or increased the injury he suf-
fered, because the medical literature
indicates there is no evidence such a
brief delay in treatment correlates with a
worse outcome for the patient.

In opposition to the motion the plain-
tiff submitted a declaration from a neuro-
surgery expert, Dr. Mobin. Without
addressing any of the medical literature
presented by defendant, Mobin opined,
among other things, that had plaintiff
“been transported immediately upon
Moses’s initial contact at 9:25 p.m., there
would have been a decrease in brain
swelling, and thereby pressure, because the
administration of mannitol would have
occurred much sooner.” KEMT objected to
portions of Mobin’s declaration. The trial
court sustained the objection and granted
the motion, finding that Sanchez had
failed to raise triable issues of fact suffi-
cient to defeat the motion. Affirmed.

The court held that KEMT’s motion
was supported by medical expert testimo-
ny that presented detailed analysis of
medical literature showing that delays of
less than four hours before surgical treat-
ment of a subdural hematoma, and more
specifically delays less than 30 minutes,
do not affect patient outcomes. It also
referred to federal case law that rejected
the notion that quicker is necessarily bet-
ter in neural injury cases. Dr. Mobin’s
declaration did not acknowledge or
refute this evidence.

His declaration also referred generi-
cally to the defendant’s “delay” in trans-
porting Sanchez, without differentiating
between delay caused by the transfer from
the standby ambulance to the transport
ambulance and delays caused by (a) apply-
ing spinal precautions before transport;
(b) travel time to the hospital; and (3)
delays after Sanchez reached the hospital. 

The court concluded that Dr. Mobin’s
opinion that Sanchez should have been
transported immediately at 9:25 p.m. was
conclusory and was supported by the
undisputed facts of this case, including the
other sources of delay and the medical lit-
erature showing that delays of 30 minutes
or less do not affect clinical outcomes in
patients with subdural hematomas. 

The court distinguished cases holding
that opposition declarations are subject to
a liberal rule of construction so that even
conclusory expert declarations can raise a
triable issue of fact. The court held that in
those cases the moving papers did not
include expert declarations making a
prima facie showing that the medical liter-
ature refuted the assumptions on which
the opponent’s expert opinions were
based, leaving those opinions without a
foundation upon which reasonable experts
in the same field would rely. “When the
moving papers undermine the assump-
tions on which the opposing expert’s
opinion is based, the opposing expert
must do more than simply assert those
discredited assumptions in order to meet
the admissibility requirements of Evidence
Code section 801, subdivision (b).”

The court explained, “the defense
experts challenged the bases of Mobin’s
opinions and showed the assumptions on

Appellate, continued from Previous Page
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BY MILES B. COOPER

The veteran defense lawyer got up and
began his closing argument. “Ladies and gentle-
men of the jury, I want to thank you for your
time and attention in this lengthy case. I want 
to thank his honor, the court staff, the court
reporter and my opposing counsel, Ms.
McGuinn, for their hard work. The one person 
I do not want to thank? That other opposing

lawyer, Mr. Cooper. I don’t want to thank him because I hate
him. I despise him. Why do I despise him, you ask?”

For that young Mr. Cooper, sitting next to Ms. McGuinn in
that courtroom over a decade ago, the defense lawyer’s voice
faded as Mr. Cooper’s heart raced. His ears throbbed with the
whoosh of arterial blood, and his face turned crimson. The
jurors leaned in, stunned, anxious to hear where this was going
to go…

Young at heart

Let’s leave young Cooper for a little while and ponder life
as a young lawyer. For a few, that may be as simple as looking in
the mirror. For others, it may take some effort to remember that
far back. But everyone was young once. Some young lawyers –
like me – are fortunate to get outstanding mentoring. Others
fend for themselves. Either way, engaging opposing counsel as a
young lawyer can be intimidating. Litigation is competitive –
one wants to win the case for one’s client. Taking the opposi-
tion’s word can be frightening.

When opposing counsel is young, recognize that their
actions may be dictated by inexperience rather than malice.
Working through this can take some effort and some thick skin,
however. 

Try to reach out. “I received your 16-page meet-and-confer
letter noting that I did not use the phrase ‘diligent search and
reasonable inquiry’ in my responses. I can change that. But tell
me: is there anything beyond that I can provide to you to make
reporting to your insurance carrier easier?”

It can take repeated efforts to break through. One way to
fail – be condescending. 

“I remember back when I was a young associate. Let me 
tell you little buddy about all the things you are doing wrong…”
It can be difficult to resist unloading when someone is making
the job difficult. But resist. Because breaking through can have
tremendous results, both in the short and long term. 

Adjusters and some firms tend to treat young lawyers terri-
bly. Making that lawyer’s job easier usually results in that lawyer
being somewhat of an advocate for your client. In the long term,
it is a moral imperative. The difference between a jaded jerk
and a civil opponent can start with a few bad early experiences

that snowball. True, there are some folks out there that are just
wired wrong, but give them the benefit of the doubt first.

Inconceivable

Never underestimate an opponent – young or otherwise. An
inexperienced lawyer may work harder to make up for the lack
of experience. That young lawyer may also exhibit some sparks
of creativity that have not been dulled by years of doing the
same types of cases over and over. The unexpected can some-
times work to their advantage. Why do almost all defense
lawyers follow a chronological outline for plaintiffs’ depositions?
(Because it is easier to avoid forgetting something and one can
reuse the same outline.) A young lawyer who does it differently
can catch the plaintiff ’s lawyer – and the plaintiff who was pre-
pared one way – off-guard.

The Golden Rule (no, not the trial one)

What is true for young lawyers is true for all others. And as
the American Board of Trial Advocates’ nationwide program has
been teaching for years – civility matters. If the concept is hard
to swallow (although it shouldn’t be), consider it on a transac-
tional basis. Payment into the favor bank. A time will come when
one needs to make a withdrawal. Crises happen. Computers
crash with deadlines looming. Illnesses occur. Those lacking
civility may find their favor bank accounts empty. Treat the
opposition as you would want to be treated when facing the
same situation – even when you know they may not have done
the same for you.

Outro 

The young Mr. Cooper (this was a loooong time ago) 
refocused on the defense lawyer’s closing argument. “I hate 
Mr. Cooper because he’s all the things I want to be. Smart.
Hardworking. Young, with a long career ahead of him.” 

Mr. Kern, I’m well into that career now. You still keep your
opponents on their toes. I continue to learn from the lawyers I
engage with – experienced and new, young and old. The
moment I think I’ve learned everything there is to know is the
moment that young whippersnapper – who I’ll probably hate
too – puts a bullet between my eyes.

Miles B. Cooper is a partner at Emison Hullverson LLP. He repre-
sents people with personal injury and wrongful death cases. In addition
to litigating his own cases, he associates in as trial counsel and consults
on trial matters. He has served as lead counsel, co-counsel, second seat,
and schlepper over his career, and is a member of the American Board 
of Trial Advocates. He thanks Larry Kern and all the other talented
lawyers he’s crossed paths with for the lessons he’s learned over the years.
Cooper’s interests beyond litigation include trial presentation technologies
and bicycling (although not at the same time).  
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(800) 262-7576
www.scarlettlawgroup.com
536 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94133

Randall H. Scarlett, Esq.

Where you refer catastrophic cases may be the
single most important decision you make for your client.
Whether it’s cases involving traumatic brain injury, spinal-cord injury
or other catastrophic personal injury and wrongful-death cases,
the Scarlett Law Group will ensure results above and beyond
those that can be obtained by other firms.

We are pleased to pay referral fees
in accordance with State Bar rules.

49.1 million — Traumatic brain injury caused by cross centerline
big-rig trucking collision

22.8 million — Traumatic brain injury caused by tour bus collision
with pedestrian

26 million — Permanent brain injury caused by failure to diagnose
H-Flu meningitis

18.6 million — Wrongful death, multiple impact, road defect

13 million — Permanent brain injury caused by failure to diagnose meningitis
in a year-old child

11 million — Traumatic brain injury caused by dangerous roadway
and light rail vehicle collision with pedestrian

10.6 million — Traumatic brain injury caused by collision
with farm machinery.
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